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Fire Warning!
Your laser system uses a high intensity beam of light that can generate extremely
high temperatures when it comes into contact with the material being engraved,
marked or cut. Some materials are extremely flammable and can easily ignite and
burst into open flame setting the machine afire. This open flame is very
dangerous and has the potential to destroy not only the machine, but the building
in which it is housed.
Experience shows that vector cutting with the laser has the most potential to
create an open flame. Many materials are susceptible to igniting, but acrylic, in
all its different forms, has been shown to be especially flammable when vector
cutting with the laser.
Please read the following warnings and recommendations and follow them closely
at all times!
 NEVER let the laser system operate if it will be unattended.
 KEEP the area around the machine clean and free of clutter, combustible
materials, explosives, or volatile solvents such as acetone, alcohol, or
gasoline.
 ALWAYS keep a properly maintained and inspected fire extinguisher on
hand. Epilog recommends a Halotron fire extinguisher or a multi-purpose
dry chemical fire extinguisher. The Halotron extinguishers are more
expensive than a dry chemical, but offer certain advantages should you
ever need to use an extinguisher. The Halotron extinguisher discharges a
clean, easily removable substance that is not harmful to the mechanics or
wiring of the laser system. The dry chemical extinguisher discharges a
sticky, corrosive powder that is very difficult to clean up.
 ALWAYS use air assist when vector cutting.
 BE CAREFUL! when vector cutting. Many materials have the potential
to burst suddenly into flames – even materials that may be very familiar to
the user. Always monitor the machine when it is operating.
 KEEP YOUR LASER SYSTEM CLEAN – A build up of cutting and
engraving reside and debris is dangerous and can create a fire hazard in its
own right. Keep your laser system clean and free of debris. Regularly
remove the vector grid to clean any small pieces that have fallen through
the grid.
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Introduction
How to Use This Owner’s Manual
Thank you for purchasing an Epilog Fusion Laser System. Your Epilog system
has been designed to be easy to operate, but you will utilize it to its fullest
potential by taking some time to read this owner’s manual prior to use. You will
be ready to use the Epilog laser system as soon as you read the first six sections.
Then you can refer to topics in the remaining sections, as you work.

Structure of the Manual
Part I: Setup
Sections 1 through 6 explain how to uncrate and set up your Epilog system,
important safety information you need to know before you use it, the Do’s and
Don’ts of operating the laser, configuring your computer to run the Epilog
Dashboard print driver, configuring CorelDraw, and a brief user’s guide to
running your first job.

Part II: Basic Operations
Sections 7 through 14 explain Using the Epilog Dashboard Print Driver, basic
Epilog laser operations and maintenance, machine features, speed and power
recommendations, material engraving techniques, and material suppliers.

Part III: Troubleshooting, Service and Specifications
Sections 15 through 17 assist with problem troubleshooting, service information;
system specifications and firmware upgrade instructions.

APPENDIX A: Epilog Warranty Information.
APPENDIX B: Additional Dashboard Print Driver Instructions.
INDEX

xi

Introduction
Icons Used in this Manual
Look for these symbols to help you find valuable information throughout the text:
Sometimes the right perspective on a procedure is essential to success. This icon
Flags a Quick Note regarding the task at hand.
This Icon signifies places to look for additional information to assist with the
topic currently being discussed.

This Icon highlights current contact information for receiving help.

This Icon signifies advice you can try out with your machine right away.

This Icon signifies advice you can try that will save you significant time.
Running into trouble can be detrimental to your success so we’ve marked
Warnings and Cautions with this Icon.

Indicates pages including information regarding connecting your laser system to
your computer using an USB connection.

xii

Introduction
Indicates pages including information regarding connecting your laser system to
your computer using an Ethernet connection.

Indicates the potential for fire danger when operating the laser.

xiii
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Section 1: Safety
In This Section





Laser Safety
Electrical Safety
Fire Safety
Safety Features And Regulatory Compliance

Laser Safety
The Epilog Model 13000 Laser System is a Class 2 laser product, as defined in
International Standard IEC 60825-1.
The Epilog Model 13000 complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11, the
Federal Performance Standards for Light-Emitting Products, except for deviations
pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50, dated July 16, 2001. The Center for Devices and
Radiological Health, of the US FDA, issued Laser Notice No. 50 to permit
manufacturers to classify and manufacture their products in accordance with the
International Standard.
The output of the embedded laser is fully contained. The laser cabinet has safety
interlocks that turn the laser off if any access door is opened during operation, and
no special precautions are necessary to operate the laser safely. Access doors are
interlocked and can be opened without the use of a tool. Any interlocked door that
is opened while the machine is operating will immediately stop the laser from
firing.
Access panels are not interlocked and require a tool for opening or removal.
Access panels should always be installed when the laser is operating. Never
operate the laser system with an access panel removed.
The visible output beam of the Laser Diode Pointer (Red Dot Pointer) is
accessible to the operator. While this device employs the same technology as the
familiar laser pen-pointers, like them it is potentially hazardous if its beam is
directed into the eye.
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We have made every effort to make the Laser Diode Pointer (Red Dot Pointer) as
safe as possible. Its beam path is located well inside the cabinet, and under
normal conditions, no hazardous levels of laser radiation can escape.
The operator of the Epilog Model 13000 should observe the following general
precautions:
 DO NOT disassemble the machine or remove any of its protective covers
while the unit is plugged in.
 DO NOT attempt to defeat the door interlocks.
 DO NOT view directly into the beam of the Laser Diode Pointer (Red Dot
Pointer).
 DO NOT operate the Laser Diode Pointer (Red Dot Pointer) without the
machine’s focus lens in place. If the unfocused beam strikes a reflective
surface, it could be directed out of the cabinet.
Caution – Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than
those specified herein may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
*

*

*

The standard reference for laser safety is the American Standard for the Safe Use
of Lasers, Z136.1-2000, developed by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). This reference is the basis for many of the federal regulations for laser
and laser system manufacturers, and for the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) laser safety guidelines. It contains detailed information
concerning proper installation and use of laser systems.
While the ANSI standard itself does not have the force of law, its
recommendations, including warning signage, training, and the designation of a
laser safety officer, may be compulsory under local workplace regulations when
operating laser systems above Class I. It is the operator’s responsibility to ensure
that the installation and operation of the Epilog Model 13000 Laser System is
performed in accordance with all applicable laws.
Copies of ANSI Standard Z136.1-2000 are available from Epilog Corporation or
from:
Laser Institute of America
12424 Research Parkway, Suite 125
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 380-1553
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Electrical Safety
The AC input power to the Epilog Model 13000 Laser System is potentially lethal
and is fully contained within the cabinet.
 DO NOT open any of the machine’s access panels while the unit is
plugged in. Opening a panel may expose the operator to the unit’s AC
input power.
 DO NOT make or break any electrical connections to the system while the
unit is turned on.
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Fire Safety
Laser cutting and engraving systems represent a significant fire hazard. Most
engraving materials are inherently combustible, and while the objective of most
cutting and engraving operations is to vaporize material without burning, it is easy
to ignite a flame. Usually this is a simple “flare” of burning gases, issuing from
the focused spot on the work piece, which follows the moving spot and which
extinguishes itself as soon as the laser beam is modulated off. But should the
work piece actually be set on fire, the fire must be extinguished by the operator at
once, or the machine will be seriously damaged or destroyed!
Experience shows that vector cutting with the laser has the most potential to
create an open flame. Many materials are susceptible to igniting, but acrylic, in
all its different forms, has been shown to be especially flammable when vector
cutting with the laser.
Please read the following warnings and recommendations and follow them closely
at all times!
 NEVER let the laser system operate if it will be unattended.
 KEEP the area around the machine clean and free of unnecessary clutter,
combustible materials, explosives, or volatile solvents such as acetone,
alcohol, or gasoline.
 ALWAYS keep a properly maintained and inspected fire extinguisher on
hand. Epilog recommends a Halotron fire extinguisher or a multi-purpose
dry chemical fire extinguisher. The Halotron extinguishers are more
expensive than a dry chemical, but offer certain advantages should you
ever need to use an extinguisher. The Halotron extinguisher discharges a
clean, easily removable substance that is not harmful to the mechanics or
wiring of the laser system. The dry chemical extinguisher discharges a
sticky, corrosive powder that is very difficult to clean up.
 ALWAYS use air assist when vector cutting.
 BE CAREFUL! When vector cutting. Many materials have the potential
to burst suddenly into flames – even materials that may be very familiar to
the user. Always monitor the machine when it is operating.
 KEEP YOUR LASER SYSTEM CLEAN – A build up of cutting and
engraving reside and debris is dangerous and can create a fire hazard in its
own right. Keep your laser system clean and free of debris. Regularly
remove the vector grid to clean any small pieces that have fallen through
the grid.
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Com
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nce
Epilog
g has incorrporated speecific safetyy features innto the Moddel 13000 L
Laser
System
m in order to
t meet the requirementts of 21 CFR
R 1040 and the Internattional
Standard IEC 608
825-1. Thesee safety featuures include::
 A safety en
nclosure (caabinet), whicch fully enclooses the enggraving laser and
its beam path.
 Dual redun
ndant interlo
ock systems that turn offf the engraviing laser wheen
the window
w is opened..
 A visible emission
e
ind
dication whe n the Laser D
Diode Pointter (Red Dot
Pointer) iss operating. There is an LED indicattor on the m
machine’s front
panel.

21 CF
FR 1040 an
nd IEC 608
825-1 requirre that certtification, iddentification,, and
warnin
ng labels be placed on laaser productts. Reproducctions of labbels on the E
Epilog
Model 13000 Laser System fo
ollow, with ttheir locationns specified::
1.

Certification
n/Identification Label. T
This engraveed plate is loocated on thee rear
of the mach
hine’s cabineet.
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2.

Warning Label. This label is located on the rear of the machine’s cabinet,
below the Certification/Identification Label above.

3.

Explanatory Label. This label identifies the classification of the Model
13000 in accordance with IEC 60825-1. It is located on the rear of the
machine’s cabinet, beside the Warning Label above.

LASER RADIATION
DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM
CLASS 2 LASER PRODUCT
1 mW CW MAXIMUM 600-700 nm

4.

Non-interlocked Protective Housing Safety Labels (4).
Two of these labels are located on the rear of the machine; beside the edges
of each of the cabinet’s end covers. The other two labels are located on the
cabinet walls under the covers, so that they are visible when the covers have
been removed.
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5.

Defeatably-interlocked Protective Housing Safety Label. This label is
located on the machine’s cabinet door, in the upper left-hand corner.

6.

Aperture Safety Label.
This label is located on the
steering-mirror cover inside the
machine’s cabinet, beside the
aperture where the laser beams enter the cabinet.

7.

Electrical Safety Label.
This label is located on the access panel on
the rear of the machine’s cabinet.

HIGH VOLTAGE INSIDE CABINET
DISCONNECTPOWER
BEFORE OPENING PANEL

8.

Fire Safety Label.
This label is located on the machine’s cabinet
door, in the upper right-hand corner.

FIRE HAZARD
DO NOTOPERATE
MACHINE UNATTENDED
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9.

Emergency Stop
EMERGENCY
STOP

10.

Power Labels

11.

Main Breaker Labels

12.

Air Assist Label

AIR ASSIST
30 PSI MAX
200 kPa MAX

13.

Fire Warning Label
This fire hazard label is located on the left and
right sides of the top access door of your laser
system:

DANGER
FIRE HAZARD
DO NOT OPERATE
MACHINE UNATTENDED
USE EXTREME CAUTION WHEN
CUTTING FLAMMABLE MATERIALS
SUCH AS WOOD OR ACRYLIC.
A PROPERLY MAINTAINED FIRE
EXTINGUISHER SHOULD BE KEPT
NEAR THE MACHINE AT ALL TIMES.
EPILOG RECOMMENDS A CO 2 FIRE
EXTINGUISHER.
PERIODICALLY REMOVE THE
VECTOR CUTTING GRID AND
REMOVE DEBRIS FROM THE TABLE
PAN.
PERIODICALLY REMOVE THE
EXHAUST TUBE ADAPTER FROM
THE BACK OF THE MACHINE AND
REMOVE ANY DEBRIS FROM THE
EXHAUST PORT.

REFER TO THE USERS
MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION REGARDING
FIRE SAFETY
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Section 2: Dos and Don’ts
In This Section
 Operating Dos and Don’ts

DON’T!
NEVER operate the machine without a properly operating vent to the outside!
Most material will only produce an irritating smoke when engraved. Some
materials, including but not limited to paint, varnish, composition board and
plastics, produce compounds that can be harmful if concentrated. A properly
installed vent is the only way to ensure that problems do not occur.
NEVER engrave or cut any material containing PVC or vinyl. When engraved, a
corrosive agent is produced that will destroy your machine. Your warranty will
be void if your machine is damaged by corrosion from engraving or cutting
PVC or Vinyl.
NEVER operate your machine unattended. There is a significant risk of fire if the
machine is set improperly, or if the machine should experience a mechanical or
electrical failure while operating.
NEVER vector cut any material while the machine is unattended. Because vector
cutting moves relatively slowly compared to raster engraving, a tremendous
amount of heat is applied to the material being cut. This buildup of heat can
cause significant fire risk and the machine should always be monitored.
Additionally, the air assist should always be turned on when vector cutting to
reduce the risk of fire.
NEVER operate with any of the covers or enclosures removed, and never modify
the enclosure. The laser beam is invisible!
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DO
Please allow a few minutes a week for cleaning your machine. Just a small
amount of effort at the end of the week will pay off with years of trouble free
operation of your machine.
See the Engraving Machine Cleaning section of this manual for specifics.
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In This Section







Setting Up Your Laser System
Connecting The Exhaust
Connecting The Electrical Power
Laser Cooling Requirements And Operating Temperatures
Installing the ECC (Epilog Control Center)
Installing the Dashboard Print Driver

Setting Up Your Laser System
Setting up your Epilog Laser System is easy to do! If you’ve ever installed a
paper printer, this is only slightly more difficult. The following information will
help you understand the entire system and how it works.

Your Fusion laser system consists of the following components:
1.

Fusion laser system

2.

Computer and a graphics software package.
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3.

Epilog software and connection options:

Epilog provides two pieces of software for the Fusion:
a) The ECC (Epilog Control Center).
b) The Dashboard print driver.
Please refer to Section 4: Installing the ECC and Section 5: Installing
the Epilog Dashboard Print Driver sections of this manual for additional
information.
Epilog also provides two different methods of connection the Fusion to your
computer:
a) USB
b) Ethernet
The software and the connection methods are associated because the connection
method affects which software can be used. The following shows how software
and connection methods work:
Connection Method

Software Compatibility

USB

Dashboard Driver & ECC

Ethernet

Dashboard Driver Only

As you can see, the USB provides the most versatility.
The most popular choice is to use the USB for both printing and accessing the
ECC. This choice is the simplest and the most versatile.
One advantage of having two connection options that is not immediately obvious
is that you can use both connections, or just one of them. If you choose, you can
print using the Ethernet connection while using the USB connection for the ECC.
Both the USB and the Ethernet cable can be plugged into the Fusion at the same
time. This method is a little more complicated, but is just as versatile as the USB
only connection.
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The laast choice is to use only the Etherneet connectionn. Most userrs will not chhoose
this method
m
becau
use the ECC is not availaable throughh the Etherneet connectionn.
4.

ECC (Epilog Control Center)

The ECC
E
is the software
s
pro
ogram that pprovides jobb managemeent capabilitiies to
keep track
t
of prin
nt jobs, laser settings annd other jobb management tasks afteer the
job haas been sent to the laser from
f
the Da shboard drivver.
E
is not reequired in orrder to operaate your Fusion laser, buut is a very uuseful
The ECC
job management tool
t
that userrs find quitee valuable.
It is useful
u
to insttall the ECC
C prior to innstalling the print driverr. Please reffer to
Sectio
on 4: Installling the ECC
C section off this manuall for additionnal information.

The
T
EC
CC ON
NLY woorks thhrough the U
USB
co
onnectio
on. The ECC caannot bee accesssed throuugh
th
he Ethern
net conn
nection.
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5.

The Fusion Dashboard print
p
driver.
Th
he print driv
ver is the primary interfface betweenn the compuuter and the laser
an
nd sends all jobs
j
and laser parameteers to the laser. Your Fusion laser syystem
caannot run without
w
the Dashboardd driver. P
Please referr to Sectioon 5:
In
nstalling thee Epilog Da
ashboard P
Print Driver section of this manuaal for
ad
dditional info
ormation.

The print driver
d
caan be useed with either tthe USB
B or
nnection
n.
Etheernet con
Mosst users will wan
nt to insstall the print drriver on the
USB
B port beecause th
hey willl also waant to usse the EC
CC.
The ECC ONLY
ON wo
orks throough the USB coonnectionn.
The simplesst setup is to innstall thee print ddriver ussing
the USB co
onnection
n. This m
method allows yyou to aalso
use the samee USB connectio
c
on for thhe ECC.
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6.

Connection cables that allow your computer and laser to talk to each other.
The
Fusion
has
both
Ethernet
and
USB
connections.

7.

Exhaust fan. The exhaust fan is mandatory and is used to remove smoke
and debris from the Fusion work area. The exhaust air can be ported to the
outside or into a filter box.

a ir flow
e xh a u st fa n

Fro m Fusio n
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The following drawing represents a typical setup:

ETHERNET

USB

Electrical
Connection
(110/220V - 50/60 Hz)

Follow these steps to set up your Fusion laser system:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove it from the crate
Connect the exhaust system to your laser
Connect electrical power
Install the ECC (Epilog Control Center)
Install the Epilog Dashboard Print Driver –
Connect both the USB and Ethernet cables from your computer to your laser
system.
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Connecting the Exhaust
In this manual, the term “exhaust” refers to either an exhaust fan or a filter unit
and the term “exhaust” is used for simplicity. The important point is that it is
mandatory that an exhaust unit or filter system is incorporated as part of your
laser system. Never operate your laser system without a properly functioning
exhaust/filter. The exhaust/filter removes the dust, debris and smell from the
engraving cavity and exhausts it to the outside of the building or to the filter unit.
Prior to the installation of the laser system, a contractor should install the exhaust
system. The blower should be mounted outside your building for noise
considerations. Ideally, the blower should not be more than twenty feet (6
meters) from the laser. You should provide a metal duct (flexible aluminum or
galvanized sheet metal) from the blower to the laser. All Epilog model 13000
laser systems require an exhaust fan that is rated at a minimum of 650 CFM.
Note: Remember to put the blower switch for the laser system in an obvious and
accessible place so it can be routinely switched on prior to using the engraver.
Please connect the exhaust blower to the laser as shown below and on the
following pages.
You may need a contractor to install the exhaust. This must be done PRIOR to
installation of the laser system.

Warning:

It’s important that either rigid or flexible metal ducting be used for
all connections leading to and from the laser system and the exhaust fan. Vinyl,
plastic, or any type of “soft” ducting is potentially flammable and should NEVER
be used.
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Epilog Exhaust/Filter Connections

There are two 4” (100 mm) ports attached to the back of the laser system. Attach
your ducting to the machine as shown above.
Check your exhaust system for leaks. Most small leaks can be remedied with
duct tape.
DO NOT OPERATE your laser with inadequate or leaking exhaust.
The drawings below show the typical exhaust setup. The top drawing shows the
exhaust on the roof and the bottom drawing shows the exhaust fan near the
machine. Where the exhaust fan is placed is a choice of personal preference.
Some users like the exhaust fan outside because of noise considerations.
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Roof or exterior wall
4” (100 mm) flexible aluminum duct
or rigid galvanized sheet
metal (Do not use vinyl,
plastic or “soft” flexible duct).

Exhaust Blower

Exhaust Blower
Roof or exterior wall

4” (100 mm) flexible aluminum duct
or rigid galvanized sheet
metal (Do not use vinyl,
plastic or “soft” flexible duct).
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Connecting Electrical Power
All Epilog laser systems have an auto-switching power supply that detects the
incoming voltage and automatically switches itself to operate properly at any
single-phase voltage between 100 and 240 VAC. The power supply will also
automatically compensate for either 50 or 60 Hz. Epilog supplies the appropriate
power cord for all of our equipment. The electrical cord is found in the accessory
package with your machine. It is recommended that a dedicated 15 amp circuit be
used if available, but it is not required.
The 60 watt and 75 watt machines draw more current than the lower wattage
lasers. These two systems can operate on 110 volts, but most users find that a 200
V connection is more efficient.
The electrical connection is found at the lower back of the machine.

Electrical
Connection
(110/220V - 50/60 Hz)
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Laser Cooling Requirements and
Operating Temperatures
All Epilog laser systems use air-cooled laser tubes. Laser technology is such that
the laser tubes generate a lot of excess heat and the tubes must be cooled for
proper operation. There are cooling fans located at the back of the laser. The fans
and vents should always be clear of restrictions and should never be covered.
Warning: The cooling fans and vents are located at the back of the Fusion and
should never be covered or blocked in any way. Lasers that overheat will not
operate properly and may begin to produce erratic laser output or possibly
complete failure.

Ambient air temperature where the laser system is operating should not exceed 90
degrees F (32 C). Operating in an environment where the ambient air temperature
is above 90 degrees F (32 C) will void the Epilog warranty.
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Se
ectio
on 4: Installing the ECC
C
(Ep
pilog
g Contro
ol Ce
ente
er)
In
n This Secttion
 Installling the ECC
C

The ECC
E
(Epilog
g Control Ceenter) providdes Job Mannagement feeatures as well as
laser control
c
and laser
l
machin
ne configuraation optionss. The ECC is not requirred to
operatte the laser,, but it prov
vides many user featurees that makke operating your
Fusion
n easy.
The ECC
E
only fun
nctions throu
ugh the USB
B connectionn.

To innstall the E
ECC, insertt the
Epilogg install ddisk into your
compuuter’s disk drive. It shhould
Auto-S
Start and the folloowing
window should apppear:
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S
n 4: In
nstallin
ng the
e ECC
If thee following screen appeears, click oon Run fusiion_driver.eexe and thenn the
installl screen will appear.

Click on Epilog Control Cen
nter Installaation. You w
will need too choose bettween
2-bit and 64--bit driver baased on yourr computer’ss operating system.
the 32
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S
n 4: In
nstallin
ng the
e ECC
Click on Install.

n
screen will
w prompt you to allow
w Windows to install the software. Click
The next
Yes.
d then Next
Selectt Repair and

Click on Finish
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S
n 4: In
nstallin
ng the
e ECC
Click on Next in the followin
ng three winndows and thhen click onn Close in thhe last
ow.
windo

E
has beeen installed and you w
will find the ECC icon oon your dessktop.
The ECC
Once you open th
he ECC the icon
i
will bee in your Sysstem tray (loower right ccorner
of you
ur computer screen).

After installing th
he ECC you are now reaady to conneect your com
mputer to the laser
and in
nstall the Dashboard
D
print
p
driver. You can pprint througgh either a USB
conneection or an Ethernet
E
con
nnection. Thee following combinationns can be useed.
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e ECC
USB only
o
connection – You can
c use the U
USB port forr both the prrint driver annd the
ECC. Most users will use thee USB port ffor all print aand ECC opperations andd will
not usse the Ethern
net connectio
on at all.
Ethern
net only co
onnection – The Print driver can be used w
with the Ethhernet
conneection. The ECC
E
does no
ot work throuugh the Etheernet connection.
Comb
bination Etheernet and USB – If youu choose, yoou can conneect both the USB
and Ethernet
E
co
onnections. This allow
ws you to pprint througgh the Ethhernet
conneection and usse the ECC through
t
the U
USB connecction.
Multip
ple Fusion laser system
ms connecteed to a singgle computer require sppecial
consid
derations:
1.

2.

The Etherneet connection
n is most usseful for runnning multiplle machines from
a single com
mputer. How
wever, the E
ECC cannot ttrack jobs foor more thann one
Fusion laserr system. Th
herefore, if you have m
multiple Fusiion laser sysstems
connected to
o the same computer
c
yoour ECC willl not be as eeffective as iit will
be by operating one macchine from a single com
mputer.
Multiple Fu
usion laser systems
s
cannnot be operaated from a single com
mputer
through the USB conneection. If youu are using th
the USB connnection, youu will
need one co
omputer for each
e
Fusion laser system
m.

USB Port
A USB
B cable is in
ncluded in th
he accessoryy kit. The U
USB port is located at thee rear
of the machine. USB
U cables have
h
differennt connectorss on each ennd. Turn the laser
Off, th
hen connect this end to the
t laser andd connect thee other end iinto any avaiilable
USB port
p at the back of your computer. A
After conneccting the US
SB cable, turrn the
laser back
b
on.

Ethe
ernet Portt
The Ethernet
E
Portt is a standarrd 10BaseT cconnection. A crossoveer cable (inclluded
in thee accessoriess kit) is useed. The Etheernet port iss located att the back oof the
machiine. Your Epilog
E
laserr has all off the versattility of a N
Network cappable
periph
heral. As succh, there are many differrent ways thhat the laser can be connnected
to a computer
c
or a network. A direct coonnection ussing a crosssover cable iis the
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S
n 4: In
nstallin
ng the
e ECC
only method
m
thatt will be deescribed in this manuaal. Plug thhe cable intoo the
Ethern
net port on the laser and
d then plug thhe other endd into the Ethhernet port oon the
back of
o your comp
puter.
If you
u are going to
t print to th
he Fusion thhrough the E
Ethernet connnection youu will
need to
t set the IP
P Address an
nd Subnet M
Mask in the F
Fusion. Theese setting caan be
set fro
om either thee Configurattion tab in thhe ECC or frrom the Fusioon keyboardd.
To seet the IP Address
A
from
m the Fusioon keyboardd, follow the instructionns in
Sectio
on 8: Using
g the Front Control
C
Pan el of this maanual.

To seet the IP Ad
ddress and Subnet
S
Mask from the ECC, go to
t the
b and type in the
Configuration tab
ddress you want
w
to use along
IP Ad
with the Subn
net Mask. The
Gatew
way can remaain blank.
Click Save to chaange the settting in
usion.
the Fu

With the IP Address setting established
e
yyou are readdy to print too the Fusion from
the Daashboard priint driver.
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Secction
n 5: Insttallin
ng th
he
Ep
pilog
g Dasshbo
oard
d Print D
Drive
er
In
n This Secttion
 Installling the Dash
hboard Printt Driver Usinng an USB C
Connection
 Installling the Dash
hboard Printt Driver Usinng an Ethernnet Connectiion

The Epilog
E
Dashb
board is the print
p
driver tthat allows yyour computter to talk too your
Epilog
g laser systtem when either
e
the U
USB or Ethhernet Crosssover cables are
conneected. The driver
d
is inclluded in the accessories kit on a CD
D-ROM or on our
web site - www
w.epiloglaserr.com. Insstall the Dashboard by followingg the
dures on thee following pages.
p
proced
Whilee most userss print usin
ng the Etherrnet connecttion, there aare two wayys of
installling the Ep
pilog Dashb
board print driver and it is a maatter of perrsonal
preferrence which one you usee.
1.
2.

Ethernet con
nnection
USB connecction
a) The prrocess for Windows
W
XP or Vista is eeasy and straaightforward.
b) The prrocess for Windows
W
7 orr 8 takes addditional steps.

F
offerss both 32-bitt and 64-bit ddrivers. Winndows XP, V
Vista, Windoows 7
The Fusion
and Windows
W
8 caan be used.
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Installing the Dashboard Driver Using
the USB Connection using XP or Vista
To install the Dashboard print driver using the USB connections with Windows
XP or Vista, follow these instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect your laser system to your computer using the USB cable that came
with your machine.
Power up your Fusion system.
Insert the Epilog driver disk into your computer’s hard drive.
Your computer will prompt you to install the driver.
Follow the prompts.

Installing the Dashboard Driver Using
the USB Connection using Windows 7
The process of installing a USB printer when using Windows 7 is more
complicated than when using XP or Vista. Windows 7 will not automatically walk
you through the installation process so it is important to follow the instructions
below.

Please follow these instructions closely! Using a
different process to install the Dashboard driver is
likely to fail if you are using Windows 7.
Windows 8 instructions are included in Appendix C:
Additional Dashboard Print Driver Instructions of this
manual.
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Se
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nt Drive
er
Prin
1.

Insert the Epilog driv
ver install ddisk into yyour compuuter. One of the
following screens will appear. Forr the USB innstallation, yyou will waant to
close them. We do not want the com
mputer to auutomaticallyy try to instaall the
driver. Man
nually installling the drivver is a muchh more robuust and succeessful
process.

2.
3.

mputer and yyour Fusion.
Connect thee USB cable to your com
After closin
ng the Wind
dow above annd connectinng the USB cable, pow
wer on
your Fusion
n laser systeem. It will take about a minute ffor the Fusioon to
initialize. After
A
it initializes it will start the proocess of insttalling the ddriver.
You will seee activity on
o the USB
B icon in yoour system ttray (lower right
corner of yo
our computerr screen).
The activity
y will show
w a small w
window in the lower rright cornerr that
indicates insstallation waas successfull. This is onlly partially ttrue.

After a sho
ort wait you
u will see annother smalll window tthat indicatees the
installation was not successful. Thiss is what wee hope to seee and will leead us
to the next step
s in the prrocess.
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nt Drive
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If your com
mputer is con
nnected to thhe Internet, iit will take a few minutees for
your compu
uter to disp
play these w
windows. Pllease be paatient duringg this
process and
d let the com
mputer finishh trying to innstall the drivvers. Interruupting
the compu
uter at this point willl require uus to restaart the proocess.
4.

After the faailure notificcation, go tto the Winddows start bbutton (loweer left
corner of yo
our computerr screen). Cllick on Deviices and Prin
nters.

i)
5.

c
on the Fusion
F
iconn. Then clickk on Properti
ties.
First, right click
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6.

Select the Hardware
H
tab
b.

7.

Select the device Epilog
gEngraverF
Fusion. Thenn click on Prroperties.
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8.

Click on Ch
hange Settin
ngs.

9.

Click on thee Driver tab..
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Prin
10.

Click on Up
pdate Driverr

11.

Click on Brrowse my Co
omputer for driver softw
ware
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nt Drive
er
Prin
12.

Use the Brrowse button
n to direct your compuuter to yourr disk drivee that
contains thee Epilog driv
ver disk that you insertedd earlier in thhis process.

s
the DV
VD RW drivve as the drivve where thee disk
For this doccument we show
is located.
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On
nce you have the proper disk drive sshowing clicck on the Nexxt button.

Th
he progress window
w
willl appear.

13.

hen be asked
d if you wannt to install this driver: Click on In
nstall
You will th
this Driver Anyway
A
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14.

Your Epilog
g Fusion Daashboard priint driver haas been succcessfully insttalled
on the USB port.

15.

Click on Clo
ose in the neext window aand then Cloose again.
You will theen see your Fusion
F
driveer in the Devvices and Priinters page. Click
on the red X in the uppeer right corneer of this pagge.

That’s it! You are ready
y to print to yyour Fusion..
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Installing the Dashboard Driver Using an
Ethernet Connection and a Crossover
Cable - Windows 7
If you using an Ethernet connection to print to the Fusion the first steps will show
how to set up your computer to talk to the Fusion before the driver is installed.
The process includes the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

Setting the Ethernet IP Address on the laser,
Setting up the computer’s TCP/IP Address, and
Dashboard Driver Installation.

Note: The following instructions work only for a direct connection from the
computer to the Epilog laser using a Crossover cable. This procedure does not
work with a hub or a server. For Ethernet connections that require a hub, server,
or multiple machines/computers, please consult with your network administrator.

Windows 8 instructions are included in Appendix C:
Additional Dashboard Print Driver Instructions of this
manual.

Hardware Requirements
 A 10Base-T or 10/100Base T Ethernet network card installed in your
computer. All brand name computers that have been built in the last
couple of years should have come standard with an Ethernet card installed.
 A crossover cable connecting your computer to the laser (included in your
accessories kit).
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Step 1 Settiing the Ethern
net IP Ad
ddress on the
e
Laserr
The easiest way to
o set the IP Address on the Fusion iis to first insstall the ECC
C and
make the change from
f
the Con
nfiguration ttab.
c set the IP
P Address frrom the Fusi on keyboardd on the fronnt of the macchine,
You can
howev
ver it is mo
ore convenieent to use thhe ECC. Seee the sectioon on “Usinng the
Front Control Pan
nel” for keyb
board instrucctions.

Type the IP Addrress you wan
nt to use
1
– we have used 192.168.3.4.
Type in
the Su
ubnet Mask
k of 255.25
55.255.0.
The Gateway
G
can remain blan
nk.
Clickiing Save will enablle these
setting
g in the Fusiion electroniics.

Step 2:
2 Settting up the Co
ompute
er’s TCP
P/IP
Addre
ess in Window
W
ws 7
Once you have seet the IP Ad
ddress at thee laser, you will need to set the TC
CP/IP
addresss on your PC.
P
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From
m the Start m
menu at the bbottom left ccorner of youur PC
mon
nitor, select C
Control Pan
nel

work and
Click on Netw
ng Center
Sharin

ge
Click on Chang
adapteer settings
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Selectt
the
Local
Area
A
Connection optio
on and then right
r
click on
o Propertiees

V
4 (T
TCP/IP)
Highlight Interneet Protocol Version
(Makee sure to seelect Version 4. Do noot select
Versio
on 6)
Then click on Pro
operties
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Selectt Use the following
f
IP
I
addreess:

Type in the following
f
IP
I
net mask:
Addreess and Subn
192.16
68.3.3
255.255.255.0
Defau
ult gateway:
Leeave blank

or;
This number is not an erro
the last digit of th
he IP addresss
in th
his window
w must be
b
differeent than the IP addresss
you seet in your lasser system.
Click the OK buttton in this window
w
and tthen click onn the Close bbutton in thee next
windo
ow.
That’ss it! The IP Address in your compuuter is set. Y
Your computter will be abble to
talk to
o your laser after
a
you insstall the prinnt driver (which is the neext step).
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Step
p 3: In
nstalling
g the D
Dashboa
ard Driver for an
Eth
hernet Connec
C
tion: - Window
ws 7
Win
ndows 8 instructtions aree includeed in A
Appendix C:
Addiitional Dashboar
D
rd Print Driver Instructiions of this
manual.
1.

Insert the Epilog
E
Laserr CD into yyour computter’s disk ddevice. It shhould
Auto-Start and
a the follo
owing windoow should apppear:

If the follow
wing screen
n appears, cllick on Run
n fusion_driiver.exe andd then
the install sccreen will ap
ppear.
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2.

Click on Eth
hernet Dash
hboard Driveer Install.

3.

Click on Ad
dd Local Priinter:

4.

Click on Crreate New Port
P and thenn click on thhe dropdownn menu and sselect
Standard TCP/IP
T
Port

5.

Enter the IP
P Address you
y want to use. Most Epilog users will use thhe IP
Address of 192.168.3.4
4, which is w
what we usee in this docuument. Whaatever
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number you
u use, it musst be the sam
me number thhat you set aas the IP Adddress
using the Fu
usion laser keypad
k
or thee ECC.

6.

After typing
g in the IP Address,
A
clickk on Next.
Wait while the computeer identifies tthe port.
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7.

Select Custo
om and then
n Settings, thhen click on Next

8.

Set Protoco
ol to LPR. This
T
is a verry importannt step. Youur downloadd time
will be greaatly increased
d if LPR is nnot selected.
Type “L
Laser” intoo the
Queue N
Name

Click OK
K
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9.

Click on Neext

.
10.

Click on Ha
ave Disk

11.

Click on Brrowse
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12.

Find the dissk drive with
h the Epilog install disk aand click on Open

13.

Select the driver folder and then clicck on Open

14.

Click on thee EpilogWin
nALLFusion
n file and theen click on O
Open
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15.

Click on OK
K

16.

Click on Neext

You can reename yourr printer heere. We haave not chaanged it forr this
document, but
b many users
u
like too associate tthe driver nname with thhe IP
Address theey are using. Especially if there is m
more than one laser connnected
to a single computer.
c
17.

Click on Next.
N
For example, wee might
rename the driver “Fusiion 192.168. 3.4”.

18.

F
and th
he driver haas been
Click on Finish
installed! You
Y are ready
y to print.
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Secti
S
on 6:
6 Using
U g the
e Ep
pilog
g
Dash
D hboa
ard
In
n This Secttion






Generral Tab
Advan
nced Tab
Color Mapping Taab
Additional Dashboard Featurees
ging Dashbo
oard Defaultss
Chang

The Epilog
E
Dash
hboard is th
he print drivver that sennds your arrtwork and laser
param
meters from the
t computerr to the laserr.
The Dashboard
D
is shown belo
ow and can bbe installed ffrom the drivver CD that came
in you
ur accessories kit. It caan also be ddownloaded from the E
Epilog web ssite –
www..epiloglaser.com. If you are just gettting started aand are in a hurry to enggrave
a job,, you can do
d so by settting just a couple of pparameters in the Dashbboard
withou
ut having a detailed und
derstanding oof what diffe
ferent choicees are availabble to
you.
To geet started witth a simple engraving joob, type youur name in C
CorelDraw, press
the Ctrl
C and P keys
k
to printt, select thee Dashboardd as the Destination to your
printer and go intto Propertiess. Set the laaser parameeters as show
wn and then click
OK:
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Now that you have
h
printed
d a simple job, you aare ready tto gain a bbetter
m the Dashbboard.
understanding off the different printing options avaailable from
a cutting jobs can be aaccomplisheed by using only the Geeneral
Most engraving and
tab. Advanced
A
feeatures for more
m
complexx jobs can bbe found undder the Advaanced
and Color
C
Mappin
ng tabs.
Note! – When ussing the slid
der bars, theere are severral differentt ways to geet the
desireed setting. These
T
different methodss all follow standard W
Windows prottocol,
so theey will work in other Win
ndows softw
ware applicattions too.
Increment in sing
gle units by using
u
the + aand – icons.

ge the sliderr in incremen
nts of ten byy clicking cllose to, but nnot on, the sslider.
Chang
Holdin
ng down thee Alt key on
n your compuuter keyboarrd while cliccking close tto the
slider will bring up
u the dotted
d box outliniing the sliderr and will alllow a little bbetter
contro
ol of moving
g in incremen
nts of ten. C
Clicking directly on the sslider controol (the
little box
b in the ceenter) will allso bring up the dashed ooutline.

You can
c move thee little sliderr box by cliccking down,, holding and then moviing to
the deesired numbeer before releeasing your mouse.

You can
c type the setting into the
t number bbox.

The following
fo
secctions provide detailed explanationns of the diff
fferent featurres in
the Prrint Driver. Most engraaving and cuutting jobs caan be accom
mplished by uusing
only the
t Generall tab of the Print
P
Driverr. Advancedd features foor more com
mplex
jobs can
c be found
d under the Advanced
A
tabb.
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Note! – The Fusiion driver is used for botth CO2 laseer and the Fibber laser souurces.
There are a few functions
f
in
n the driver that only appply to one laser type oor the
other. Most functtions apply to
t both, but if a functionn does not aapply to the laser
type in
nstalled in your
y
machinee that functiion will be “g
“grayed out””. For instancce, in
the im
mage below we have selected Las er Type as CO2. Noticce that the Freq
functiion under Raster Setting
g is Grayedd out. This ssetting is onnly used witth the
Fiber laser so it iss not necessaary (or possibble) to set it with CO2 laaser selectedd.
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Gen
neral Tab
T
Job Type
Ty
One of
o the first things
t
new users
u
want tto know is hhow the laser system kknows
when to engrave and
a when to cut. The deecision is bassed on severral variables::
1.
2.
3.

Line weigh
ht (or Stroke) as defineed in your graphic im
mage from C
Corel,
Illustrator, etc. The lin
ne weight oof your objeect will deteermine if itt will
engrave or cut.
c
The Resolu
ution as set in
i the DashB
Board driverr will also hhave an effeect on
which lines will engravee and whichh will cut.
pe as set in the
t DashBoaard driver - R
Raster, Vectoor or Combiined.
The Job Typ
To make th
hings easy on
o themselvees, most useers set theirr lines for vvector
processing as a Hairlin
ne (0.003”) aand make thhe lines red.. This provides a
very clear in
ndicator thatt there is a veector line in the artworkk.
ode – This mode
m
will onnly engrave. Vector liness will not bee
 Raster Mo
processed from this mode.
m
m
will onnly vector. R
Raster imagees will not bee
 Vector Mode – This mode
processed from this mode.
m
 Combined
d Mode – By
y properly s etting up your artwork yyou can bothh
engrave an
nd cut from this
t mode.
Select thee Job
Type heree.
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Raster
Raster mode is used for marking or engraving materials. Typical uses would be
reproducing clipart, scanned images, photos, text and graphic images. The Raster
Speed and Raster Power boxes will be enabled when you have selected Raster
under Job Type. Set the Speed and Power boxes to the appropriate settings for
the material that you are engraving. For speed and power guidelines, see the
Speed and Power Recommendations section of this manual.
Note – Very thin lines will not raster engrave, and the definition of “thin” varies
depending on the Resolution being used. Most users use a Hairline or 0.003” line
to designate vector lines.
Example: The rectangle below has a line weight of 0.003 inch. It will not raster
engrave at any resolution. If you send just this box to the laser in Raster mode
and try to run the job, the laser will beep once and be finished because the line is
too small to be recognized as an engraving line.
Line weight = 0.003 inch.

Vector
Vector mode is used for thin line marking as well as cutting applications. The
Vector Speed, Power and Frequency bars will be enabled when you have selected
Vector or Combined under Job Type.
Note - Artwork, such as scanned images, photos, JPEGs, etc. will not vector cut
because they do not contain thin lines of any kind.
When you are cutting in Vector or Combined mode be aware that your best results
are typically produced at slower speeds. The highest speeds are specifically
designed for draft mode or less demanding applications where speed is much
more important than quality.
Very thin lines are used to define Vector cutting and the definition of “thin”
varies depending on the Resolution being used. As a general rule, most users set
their vector line weights to Hairline or 0.003 inch.
Example: The rectangle below has a line weight of 0.003 inch. It will vector at
any resolution.
Line weight = 0.003 inch.
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When using vector mode, it is necessary to design your job to give the intended
result. Objects and text should be unfilled and drawn with the thinnest possible
outline (other than zero), as shown below. A .001 inch (.025 mm) is
recommended.

CORRECT Vector setup

INCORRECT Vector setup

Combined
Combined mode is used when you want to incorporate both Raster and Vector
functions in the same job setup. When you are in Combined mode, all Raster
operations will be performed first, with the Vector operations second.
Note on Vectors: If you are in Vector or Combined mode, all thin lines will be
vector cut! This can be disconcerting because even if the lines are not visible in
your artwork they will still cut. Usually, this happens when incorporating a
clipart image that has hidden lines that are not readily apparent. Please refer to
the Quick Start & Easy Setup section of this manual for an illustrated explanation
of how this can affect your work.
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Resollution
Print quality is co
ommonly referred to as Resolution
n, and is onee of the variiables
that determine
d
im
mage quality.. Resolutionn is expresseed in dots-peer-inch (DPII) and
is deteermined by the number of lines or dots that aree engraved for every innch of
movem
ment. Each
h horizontal line is referrred to as a raster line. The higheer the
resolu
ution setting, the finer the
t detail thhat can be aachieved. Keeep in mindd that
engrav
ving resolutiion is only one
o factor inn determiningg image quaality. The quuality
of thee artwork being sent to the
t laser cann have a biggger influencce on the look of
the fin
nal product than the ressolution. If low quality artwork is being used, even
the hig
ghest resolu
ution will nott improve it.. Also keep in mind thatt image quallity is
subjecctive. 300 DPI
D may be just
j fine for some imagees and some customers, w
while
600 DPI
D is the abssolute minim
mum for otheers.
Ressolution
((Print
Quaality) is set iin the
Dasshboard prioor to
sendding the joob to
the laser.
Higgher
resollution
prodduces
bbetter
imaage quality.

d and Power settings are dependent oon resolutionn setting. Foor example, there
Speed
is greater overlap
p of each rasster line at 6600 DPI thaan there is aat 300 DPI. The
additional overlap
p at 600 DP
PI has the efffect of laseering over m
more of eachh line
twice.. This mean
ns that on material
m
like w
wood, you w
will notice a greater deppth of
engrav
ving at 600 DPI than you
y will at 3300 DPI if yyou use the same Speedd and
Powerr settings.
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Resolution Settings
Uses for different resolution settings:

75 – 150 DPI
These resolution values are typically used for non-production purposes where you
want to experiment with image location, or if you want to quickly produce a
rough draft.

200 DPI
Some users like 200 DPI for engraving photographs that have been processed
through PhotoGrav or other photo editing software designed for the laser. Other
users prefer 300 DPI for this style of photographs.

300 DPI
This resolution can be good for production work where image quality needs to be
good, but not great. Many users will use 300 DPI on plastic and other materials
that don’t require a lot of power in combination with large block lettering.
Attempting to produce really fine detail with 300 DPI is not recommended.

400 DPI
This resolution value is ideal for many applications. It combines very good image
quality with fast engraving times. Many users like 400 DPI for all of their work.

600 DPI
When really fine detail or overall excellent results are required, most users choose
600 DPI.

1200 DPI
This resolution is used for projects that require the best engraving quality
possible, although it’s seldom used because under normal circumstances most
people cannot visually discern the difference between 1200 and 600 DPI. There
are however some users that appreciate this high level of quality and are willing to
take twice as long to produce an image at 1200 DPI as it would take them at 600
DPI.
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The diagram below shows the concept of raster lines and dots-per-inch (DPI).
The arrows show the change in direction of the carriage between raster lines. The
difference in dot density between 300 DPI and 600 DPI resolution is shown.

300 DPI

600 DPI

Helpful Hints
3.
1.

2.

There are four times as many dots engraved at 600 DPI than there are at 300
DPI - twice as many horizontally and twice as many vertically.
The gap between the dots is very small at 600 DPI. At 300 DPI the lesser
overlap is responsible for the jagged edges that are visible when engraving
at lower resolutions. It’s important to remember that while resolution plays
a part in producing good image quality, the artwork that is sent to be
engraved is just as important. If the artwork that is sent to the laser is poor
quality, trying to engrave it at 600 DPI will not improve it. It’s always best
to start with high resolution images. Poor artwork will probably always
look poor at any resolution, while good artwork will look good at any
resolution.
Twice as many dots and twice as many lines at 600 DPI produces a much
deeper burn into materials like wood than you would see engraving the
same thing at 300 DPI. This is important to understand because depth of
burn is closely associated with engraving resolution – the higher the
resolution, the greater the depth of burn for a given speed. The relationship
between resolution, depth of engraving and Speed and Power setting is
something that most people figure out with just a little experience. The
Speed and Power Recommendations section of this manual helps to make
this easy to understand by providing different Speed and Power settings for
300, 400, and 600 DPI engraving for each different material listed.

The photos below show a CorelDraw clipart image engraved at 300 DPI (top) and
at 600 DPI (bottom). This clipart image is full of different shades of gray and
you can see that the dot spacing is spread out more on the 300 DPI than it is on
the 600 DPI. Just changing the resolution to 600 DPI produces so much dot
overlap that the fill patterns tend to blend together. It’s a matter of personal
preference as to which resolution looks better, but these photos show the dramatic
difference resolution can make, especially when engraving with grayscale images.
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Piece Size
Many
y users like to create th
heir artwork on a page size in CorrelDraw or other
softwaare program
m that matcches the sizze of the ppiece that is to be lassered.
Comp
pensating forr beveled ed
dges or placiing an imagee in an exacct location iss easy
when there is a on
ne-for-one reelationship bbetween the material andd the page siize of
the arttwork. If th
his method works
w
for youu, set the Pieece Size dim
mensions to m
match
the paage size you have set in your
y
graphiccs software.
On th
he other hand
d, many users do not waant to changge the Piece Size dimennsions
every time they print
p
somethiing new. Thhey prefer too use a standard page siize in
Corel that matchees the table size
s (32” x 220” for exam
mple) and pllace their arttwork
into th
he upper leftt corner of th
he page priorr to printing..
Both methods
m
are effective an
nd it is a mattter of personnal preferennce which meethod
is used
d.

Set th
he Piece Sizze in the drriver to mattch the pagee size from your Corell file.
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Auto Focus
F
Most users prefer to use the Auto
A
Focus ccapability w
when focusinng because itt is so
quick and easy to use.
To use auto focuss first measu
ure the thicknness of the m
material youu are using. Click
on Au
uto Focus an
nd the inputt the materiaal thickness using decim
mal units intto the
Thick
kness box. Th
he table willl move up orr down so thhat the top of your materrial is
2” bellow the botto
om of the focus lens.

If the Auto Focuss box is not selected, A
Auto focus w
will be disabbled and the table
will not move up or down when the job sttarts.
*NOT
TE! – Be aw
ware that wh
hen using Coolor Mappin
ng the settinggs for your color
will over-ride the Auto Focuss selection in
n the Generral tab. Coloor Mapping takes
prioriity over the Speed, Pow
wer, Freq, aand Auto Foocus settingss in the Gen
neral
tab. As
A such, if the
t table is programedd to move in
n Color Mappping modee it is
going
g to move reg
gardless of whether
w
you
u have auto ffocus selecteed or not. Seeeing
the ta
able move when
w
Auto Focus
F
is noot selected iss surprisingg the first tim
ime it
happeens, but oncce you think about it, it m
makes sensee that Colorr Mapping w
would
need to
t do this. Itt’s just not in
ntuitive the ffirst time it happens.
When
n the Vector Grid is instaalled and yoou want to usse Auto Focuus, click botth the
Auto Focus box and the Veector Grid bbox. This tellls the laserr system thaat the
vectorr grid is insstalled and it
i will autom
matically caalculate the aappropriate focal
distan
nce based on
n this inform
mation. Plea se note – T
The material thickness iss still
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requirred when usiing the vecto
or grid. If a tthickness is not specifieed the system
m will
auto focus
f
to the top
t of the veector grid, noot to the top of your mateerial.
Use a pair of calip
pers for an accurate
a
meaasurement off your materrial thicknesss and
enter this
t value in
n the “Thickn
ness” box in the driver.
WARN
NING: If you
y are usin
ng Auto Foocus and youu know therre is not ennough
clearaance between
n the lens caarriage and yyour materiaal, you will nneed to loweer the
table before
b
you insert your material
m
and start the jobb. To lower the table, usse the
Arrow
w keys on the keypad to illuminate tthe light nexxt to the word “Focus”. Then
use th
he Joystick to
o lower the table
t
enoughh to accomm
modate your ppart.
Note: Please be careful wheen auto focu
using on irrregularly shaped items. The
be must cleear all edgees of the woork piece in
n this
crash bar and aiir assist tub
situattion also.

Crash
h Bar
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Engra
ave Dire
ection

This feature
f
appllies to Rasteer engravingg only and allows you to engrave your
projecct either from
m the top do
own, or the bbottom up. T
This is very helpful for some
materials like plasstic or rubbeer stamps. Inn standard toop-down enggraving therre can
be a large
l
amoun
nt of engraviing debris ggenerated. A
As the debriis moves tow
wards
the ex
xhaust plenu
um, some off it collects in the area that has jusst been engrraved.
Bottom
m-Up engraaving preven
nts the debriss from collecting in the freshly engrraved
spacess.

Top-dow
wn engravin
ng starts from
m the
top and works its way
w down.
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Raster Settin
ngs

Spee
ed
The Speed
S
setting
g determiness the travel sspeed of the carriage in Raster modee and
is adju
ustable in 1%
% incrementts from 0 to 100%. The slower the sspeed, the deeper
the en
ngraving. Sp
peed setting
gs are heaviily dependeent on the hhardness andd the
thickn
ness of the material
m
bein
ng engravedd, with hardeer materials requiring sllower
speeds for deeperr engraving. Slower speeed settings w
will producee greater deppth of
engrav
ving. Pleasee refer to the Speed & P
Power Recoommendation
ns section oof this
manuaal.
An im
mportant no
ote: Speed
d and Powerr settings ccan sometim
mes be confu
fusing
becau
use not all materials
m
thaat can be maarked at thee highest speeds and poowers
should
d be marked
d at the high
hest speed orr power. M
Many users feeel that if a mark
can bee made at hiigh speed, it’s just a mattter of adjussting the pow
wer to produuce an
accepttable mark. Usually, th
his is the caase, but unfoortunately, ffor some diffficult
materials it doesn
n’t always wo
ork. For som
me materialss, the lengthh of time the laser
reacts with the material
m
is mu
uch more im
mportant to pproducing a good markk than
the raaw speed of the system or the amouunt of laserr power that is output bby the
laser.
The in
nteraction off the laser with
w differentt materials iss a complex process, andd this
is especially true for some materials
m
thatt are actuallyy two differeent materialss that
b
bonded
d together. Since
S
the lasser interacts ddifferently w
with each layyer of
have been
material (and som
metimes even
n the bondinng agent), yoou may be bbetter off sloowing
m
dow
wn to give th
he laser timee to properlly interact w
with the diffferent
the machine
layerss in the material.
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If you
u have a multti-layered material
m
that yyou can marrk easily, butt not well, att high
speeds, try loweriing the speed
d to see if thhat produces a better marrk. If you’ree able
to pro
oduce a betteer mark, but it’s
i overpow
wered, lower the power aalso.

Pow
wer
The Power
P
setting
g determiness the amounnt of laser ennergy that iss delivered tto the
piece being cut an
nd is adjustaable in 1% iincrements ffrom 1 to 1000%. The hhigher
the power, the deeper
d
the engraving. Please reffer to the S
Speed & P
Power
Recom
mmendation
ns section off this manuall.

Ditherring
Ditherring definess how the dot
d patterns will be enggraved in raaster imagess that
contaiin grayscales, blends, orr color. The Dashboard offers six ddifferent dithhering
pattern
ns to enhancce your engrraving projeects. The deffault mode is Standard. This
mode can be used
d for all imaages includiing photograaphs. Ditherring is usedd only
for Raaster engraviing and has no
n effect on vector cut liines.

The dropdown
d
lisst of ditherin
ng patterns iss easier to thhink about iff you separatte the
six op
ptions into tw
wo categories that we wiill refer to ass Clipart andd Photographh:
Clipa
art Modes – Standard, Brighten
B
annd Low Res modes are ttypically useed for
clipartt images or anything thaat has been created usinng a softwaree applicationn like
Corel. Standard mode
m
is the default
d
modee and is by ffar the most commonly used.
It prod
duces a very
y structured pattern to thhe dot pattern
rns being enggraved. Brigghten
and Low
L
Res deccrease the number
n
of doots in the engraving paattern and caan be
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used effectively to remove the washed out appearance of some images (including
photographs).
Photograph Modes – Floyd Steinberg, Jarvis and Stucki modes are designed to
modify an image by replacing the very structured dot patterns with a more
random dot pattern. Engraving in one of these modes can make a photograph
engraved on marble or anodized aluminum look more appealing than using an
unmodified image. These modes can also be used for special effects of clipart
images.
Experiment with the different dithering patterns to determine which effect is most
pleasing. It is not mandatory that you use the clipart modes with only clipart
images or photograph modes with all photographs. Many users prefer one of the
photograph modes for many clipart images, and one of the clipart modes for
photographs. The choice is entirely up to you!
We have included some sample photographs on the Epilog driver disk for you to
experiment with. Use these photographs to engrave on different materials using
the different dithering options so you can get a feel for how each dithering pattern
affects the image and the material.

Laser engraved photographs on wood usually
require a third party software package to produce a
good image that is suitable for the laser. Epilog
recommends PhotoLaser Plus for this application.
Users find it an invaluable piece of software that is
easy to use and will produce much better looking
images when working with wood. Please contact
your Epilog representative to learn more about this
great software package.
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What is Dithering
g? - The besst way to shhow ditheringg is with ann example. IIn the
ple below, we
w engraved
d the exact saame photo iin Standard mode and S
Stucki
examp
mode.. Both phottos were eng
graved at 30 0 DPI. As you can seee, the photoss look
dramaatically diffeerent. As you
y can alsoo see, the S
Standard mode shows a very
structu
ured pattern
n, while the Stucki patteern shows a much moree random paattern
that iss much moree pleasing to the eye.

D using Standard mode
300 DPI

300 DPII using Stuckki

D using Standard mode
300 DPI

300 DPII using Stuckki
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Clipart Modes:
Standard - This mode is the default mode and will be used for most engraving
jobs that include text and clipart at 600 DPI.
Brighten – Many users find this mode good for engraving photographs onto
wood or marble at 600 DPI.
Low Res - Adds an artistic half-tone type look to the engraving.

Photograph Modes:
Floyd-Steinberg – Produces an almost wave-like pattern to an image. This
works well for some photos containing a great deal of detail. Photos with more
monotone swatches of color may not be as pleasing as Jarvis or Stucki modes.
Jarvis – Many users find this mode good for engraving photographs at 300 DPI.
This mode produces a very nice looking pattern on almost all photos.
Stucki - This mode produces results that are only marginally different than the
Jarvis dithering pattern. It is also very good for engraving photographs at 300
DPI. The differences between Jarvis and Stucki are very subtle.
Dithering is a great way to enhance your engraved products, but it can be
frustrating sometimes because the look that is achieved will be different from one
material to the next. A graphic image that looks good on wood may not look as
good on plastic. Give yourself some time to experiment with the different
dithering patterns. It’s easy to do and once you have a feel for it, you will be able
to use it with confidence!
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Vecto
or Settin
ngs

Spee
ed
The Speed
S
setting
g determines the travel speed of thhe carriage iin Vector cuutting
mode and is adjusstable in 1%
% increments from 1 to 1100%. The sslower the speed,
the deeper the cut.
c
Most cutting appplications reequire relativvely slow sspeed
setting
gs, and the speed
s
is heaavily dependdent on the hhardness andd the thickneess of
the material
m
bein
ng cut. Slo
ower speed settings wiill also prodduce better edge
quality
y. Please refer
r
to the Speed & P
Power Recom
mmendation
ns section off this
manuaal. High speeds are pro
ovided for ddraft mode oonly and are not intendeed for
produ
uction applicaations.

Pow
wer
The Power
P
setting
g determiness the amounnt of laser ennergy that iss delivered tto the
piece being cut an
nd is adjustaable in 1% iincrements ffrom 0 to 1000%. The hhigher
the po
ower, the deeper the cut. The amouunt of powerr necessary tto cut complletely
throug
gh a given material is also heaviily dependennt on the hhardness andd the
thickn
ness of the material.
m
Pleease refer too the Speed & Power Reecommendaations
section of this maanual.
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Freq (Frequency)
Frequency is the number of laser pulses that the laser fires per inch of travel and is
set in the dashboard and can be adjusted from 1 to 100. A lower frequency
number will have the effect of less heat because fewer pulses are being used to cut
the material. Lower frequency rates are helpful for products like wood where
charring is evident at higher frequencies. High frequencies are useful on material
like acrylic where a large amount of heat is desirable to melt, or flame polish the
edges.
Very low frequencies, (from about 1 to 5) will produce a perforation, as opposed
to a continuous cut.

Low Frequency Pulsing

Higher Frequency Pulsing

In addition to speed, power and frequency, there are two additional parameters for
vector mode:

Slow Cutting:
Speed Comp reduces all speed settings by ½. For example, a speed setting of 10
without Speed Comp selected will move twice as fast as a setting of 10 with
Speed Comp selected. In essence, Speed Comp provides an alternative set of
speed parameters that are ½ the speed of the standard settings. Speed Comp
mode will most often be used with speed settings below 10 when very slow
cutting is desired. Most users will rarely use Speed Comp mode, but it adds
additional functionality for unusual or demanding applications.

Power Comp:
Power Comp (Compensation) adds another dimension to Vector Cutting
settings. Selecting Power Comp is especially useful for vector cutting jobs that
incorporate a large number of curves. Power Comp reduces the laser output when
the lens carriage slows as it moves through a curve. This has the effect of
producing unparalleled edge quality when cutting curves. Most users find that
keeping Power Comp selected is the preferred setting.
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Colo
or Map
apping
g Tab

The Color
C
Mapp
ping feature is an advaanced featurre that musst be checkeed to
activaate. Color Mapping
M
is designed
d
to bbe used in eeither Rasterr mode or V
Vector
mode,, but not in Combined mode.
m
Whilee Color mappping is a veery powerfull tool,
most users
u
use it for
f two main
n reasons:
1.

4.

Using colorr to define different
d
levvels of focuss. Many obbjects need to be
marked at different
d
loccations that are at diffeerent relativve heights. U
Using
color mappiing to chang
ge the focus in a single job setup is a convenientt way
to make marrking compllex parts sim
mple.
Using different colors allows userrs the abilityy to sequencce the orderr that
objects will be marked.

Color Mapping acccomplishess these two ttasks by asssigning laserr attributes tto the
n your artwo
ork. The fuunctions thaat can be controlled by color
differeent colors in
are: Speed,
S
Poweer, Frequency
y, Focus, Raaster On/Offf, Vector On/Off, Air A
Assist
On/Offf..
Color Mapping caan be used in
n Raster, Veector or Com
mbined modee. To underrstand
Color Mapping, we
w will creatte a couple oof exampless that show tthe commonn uses
for Co
olor Mapping, but first a quick note about the usse of colors.
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A Note About Colors! You MUST use an RGB color scheme in your artwork
with the Color Mapping feature. CMYK values will not translate.
It’s best to use one of the six basic colors (red, green, blue, cyan, yellow,
magenta) when color mapping, because the values in Color Mapping MUST
match exactly the colors that are used in your graphics package. The RGB color
scheme uses numbers to define all colors and the six basic colors have the
following numerical definitions:
Color
Red
Green
Blue
Cyan
Yellow
Magenta

Red Color Value

Green Color Value

Blue Color Value

255

0

0

0

255

0

0

0

255

0

255

255

255

255

0

255

0

255

The six basic colors are easiest to use because they only use combinations of 255
and 0 (255 is the highest number value and 0 is the lowest in the RGB color
scheme). Because all graphics packages use the six basic colors, this is easy to
do.
A CMYK palette will not work!
The Epilog Dashboard loads the six primary colors as presets for your
convenience. Any color can be added or deleted to meet your needs.
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Color Mapping alllows you to
o control thee following llaser functioons for each color
in the Map List:

Spee
ed – Appliees a speed seetting for all objects of thhe same coloor.
Powe
er – Appliees a power seetting for alll objects of tthe same color.
Freq
q. – Appliess a Frequencyy setting forr all objects oof the same color.
Focu
us – Sets thhe Focus distance for a ccolor. This ssetting uses increments of 10
and each incremeent of ten will
w change the table heeight by 0.0001 inch (0..0254
mm). A minus sig
gn in front of
o the numbeer, -.250 for example, wiill move the table
up clo
oser to the X-beam
X
by 0.250 inch (appprox. 6 mm
m). This settiing has a rannge of
-500 to
t +3000. Th
his range allo
ows the userr to change thhe focus up by ½ an inchh
(-500)) and down by
b 3 inches (3000).
(

Focu
us – Sets the
t Focus distance
d
for a color. Thhis slider bar uses diffferent
setting
gs than the other
o
slider bars.
b
For thiss slider bar oonly the folloowing appliees:
Chang
ge the sliderr in incremen
nts of One H
Hundred by clicking cloose to, but noot on,
the sliider. Each click
c
will inccrement the slider bar iin units of 1100. Each unnit of
100 iss equal to 0.100 inch (216 mm). Thhe screen bellow shows a focus setting of
630. This
T setting will
w move th
he table .6300 inches (16.000 mm) furtther way from
m the
focus lens.

ge the sliderr in incremen
nts of Ten bby clicking ddirectly on thhe Plus or M
Minus
Chang
icons. Each unit of
o 10 is equaal to 0.010 innch (.254 m
mm). The screen below sshows
a focu
us setting off -500. This setting willl move the ttable .500 innches (12.7 mm)
closerr to the focuss lens.

Any time the focu
us setting is a positive nuumber it meeans the table is being m
moved
Away
y from the focus
fo
lens. In
n other worrds, a positivve number iindicates thaat the
gap beetween the taable and the focus lens iis getting greeater (increaasing).
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Any time the focus setting is a negative number it means the table is being moved
Closer to the focus lens. In other words, a negative number indicates that the gap
between the table and the focus lens is getting smaller (decreasing).
The Focus slider has a range of -500 to +3000. This range allows the user to move
the table closer to the lens by as much as 0.500 inch (-500), or move the table
away from the lens by as much as 3.000 inches (3000).
Changing the focus setting by typing a value is discouraged.

Raster – With this box checked, all raster objects will be processed at the color
mapped settings. However, this function will not allow a thin vector line to raster.

Vector – With this box checked, all vector objects will be processed at the color
mapped settings. However, this function will not allow a raster object to be
processed as a vector.

Air Assist - With this box checked, all objects will be processed with Air
Assist at the color mapped settings.
For most jobs Color Mapping is a powerful and easy tool to use and understand.
Please keep in mind that because you can control seven different variables and 17
different colors doesn’t mean that you should. With so many different settings
available in a single setup it has the potential to get overly complicated.
Sometimes it’s easier to scale back on how complicated a job should be.
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Using
g Color Mappin
ng
Settin
ng colors to be mapped is a very eeasy processs. The color mapping ttab is
separaated into threee functions:
Settin
ngs – Actionss - Summary
y

1.

2.
3.

Settings – Are
A located on
o the left siide of the wiindow. Use the slider baars to
create any RGB
R
color and set the laser param
meters. Adjussting the setttings
does not acttually chang
ge the valuess. You must use the Moddify button iin the
Actions areaa to finalize the settings..
Actions – Add
A colors, adjust
a
settinngs, delete colors and m
move colors uup or
down in thee list.
Summary – Is located on
o the right side of the window. Thhe summaryy area
offers a visu
ual display of
o all settingss.

Usiing Collor Map
pping
Pllease refer to
o the image above
a
for thee following iinstructions::
1.
2.
3.

Check the Color
C
Mappin
ng box in thhe upper left corner of thhe window.
Select a colo
or in the Sum
mmary area. We selectedd the color R
Red.
Adjust the laser settingss in the Settinngs area.
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4.

Once the laaser values have
h
been aadjusted preess the Moddify button in the
Actions areaa. The Actio
on buttons arre identified below:

Add a color
Modiffy a color
Deletee a color
i the list
Move a color up in
Move a color dow
wn in the list

After pressing thee Modify bu
utton, the sellected color settings will be changedd and
displaayed in the Summary
S
areea.

Vecto
or Colorr Mappiing
A fairrly typical use
u for vecto
or color mappping is in thhe architectuural industryy and
makin
ng models. Users want to mark onne part of tthe work piiece and cuut out
anotheer part of thee same piecee.
Usuallly, when ussing Color Mapping
M
in Vector modde, users want to produuce a
differeent look on two separatte areas of a single piecce of materiaal in a singlle job
setup. To achiev
ve a differen
nt look for each mark thhe marking pprocesses reequire
differeent speeds an
nd powers so this is a peerfect job forr Color Mappping.
The fo
ollowing scrreen shows a simple archhitectural draawing. The drawing is sset up
so thaat when we use
u Color Mapping,
M
we will assign oone Speed aand Power seetting
to firsst mark the window
w
fram
mes and a diifferent Speeed and Pow
wer setting too then
cut ou
ut the individ
dual window
w panes.
The outside
o
framee of the hou
use will not be Color M
Mapped; how
wever, it, andd any
other lines that might be in th
he drawing w
will be proceessed at the S
Speed and P
Power
setting
gs that are seet in the Gen
neral Tab of the Dashboaard.
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Assign a green
o the
outline to
window frame
f
and
a red outline to the
four wind
dow panes.

Once your vector outlines aree set up in yyour artworkk, Select Filee/Print and go to
the Co
olor Mappin
ng tab in the Epilog
E
Dashhboard.
Make sure Colo
or Mapping
g is
ked so we can set up our
check
color mapping sch
heme.
In ourr example we
w want to mark
m
the grreen window
w frames firsst, so
green must be thee first color at
a the
top off the list. No
ormally the color
c
green is the secon
nd color dow
wn in
the lisst. In order to
o move it wee just select it and use thhe Up cursorr arrow to moove it
up onee position.
Note – If you hav
ve set the Greeen values bbefore movinng the color up in the lisst, the
valuess will move with the colo
ors.
We no
ow have green at the top
p and red is tthe second ccolor down. This is the order
that th
he colors willl be processsed.
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We will
w set the grreen color att a higher sppeed and low
wer power thhan the red ccolor.
This will
w allow uss to raster th
he green and vector the rred. For illuustration purpposes
we deeleted the oth
her colors so
o it will be eeasier to reaad the valuess we have seet for
the co
olors we are going to usee.

Colorr Mapping Sequence
S
- When
W
color m
mapping is uused, it alway
ays starts from
m the
top co
olor in the Map
M List and
d then descennds throughh the remainiing colors. In our
examp
ple green wiill be processsed first andd then red.
Non-M
Mapped colo
ors will be processed
p
lasst and will bbe processedd using the S
Speed
and Power setting
gs from the General
G
tab. An exampple would bee artwork thaat has
black lines as welll as the red
d and green w
we are mappping. The bllack lines w
will be
processsed last at the
t speeds an
nd powers thhat are set inn the Generall tab.
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Raster Colorr Mappiing
Rasterr Color Map
pping usually
y has a differrent purposee than Vectoor Color Mappping
althou
ugh the proccess for settiing up colorrs to be mappped is the same. In R
Raster
Color Mapping mode
m
most users
u
want too use color m
mapping to change the focus
point so that they
y can mark or
o engrave at more than one height. This is the most
frequeently used Color
C
Mappiing feature for raster eengraving, eespecially foor the
Fiber laser becausse focus is so important to producinng different llooking markks on
a sing
gle piece of material.
m
In thee following example
e
we show a stanndard setup w
where Rasteer Color Mappping
is useful. We wan
nt to mark on
n both Surfaace 1 and Suurface 2 on thhe followingg part
wheree Surface 1 is 0.250” (3 mm)
m higher than Surfacee 2.

Surface 1
Surface 2

We will
w set up our
o artwork so that we
engrav
ve the Model Number on Surface
1 and the Serial Number
N
on Su
urface 2:
C
Mappping tab. Forr this job, thhe only differrence
In thee print driverr, go to the Color
will be
b the Focuss distance. Everything
E
else will bee the same. A glance aat the
Summ
mary
section
showss the Focus for
the co
olor red at 0 and
the Fo
ocus for blu
ue at
250. When you run
the jo
ob, the red will
engrav
ve on Surfacce 1
first and then the
table will move
m
down and last.
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Note: There’s on
ne important distinction to recognizee about how
w colors are rraster
ved in standard engravin
ng mode vs. Color Mappping mode:
engrav
 In
n standard en
ngraving mod
de different colors are innterpreted ass different shhades
off gray that will produce different
d
fill patterns whhen engravedd.
 In
n Raster Color Mapping
g mode all oof the differeent colors arre engraved as if
they have a black
b
fill. There
T
is no way for a color to prooduce both a fill
paattern and bee color mapp
ped at the sam
me time.
Comb
bined Modee – Color Mapping
M
in combined m
mode requirres a little more
planniing than Raaster only or
o Vector onnly modes. Below aree the sequenncing
consid
derations you
u will need to
t account foor when usinng combinedd mode:
1.

2.

Any object that is colo
or mapped w
will be rasteer engraved first in the color
order from the right sid
de of the tabb. Any othher raster objjects that arre not
color mappeed will then be raster enngraved usingg the Raster settings fouund in
the General Tab of the Dashboard.
D
After all of the raster ob
bjects have aall been engrraved, the vector objectss will
be vectored
d in the colo
or order from
m the right side of thee tab. Any other
vector objects that are not color m
mapped willl then be veectored usinng the
Vector Settiings found in
n the Generaal Tab of thee Dashboard.

Config
guratio
ons

The “Configuratio
“
ons” featuree is a comp rehensive ddata managem
ment tool thhat is
used to save all of your Daashboard seettings for inndividual joobs. Savingg the
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Dashb
board setting
gs as a database file allow
ws you to reetrieve the joob parameterrs at a
later time.
t
This saves you the
t trouble of trying too remember what speedd and
powerr and other settings
s
you used on a joob you did thhree months ago. All off your
setting
gs can all bee stored as a permanent rrecord.
First, set all of th
he desired settings
s
(Speeed, Power, Piece Size, Color Mappping
valuess, etc. for a particular
p
job
b.

To sav
ve the Dashb
board setting
gs and identiify them witth a name, goo to the advaanced
tab an
nd click on Save.
S
The D
Dashboard uses
standarrd Windowss file
protocool to savee the
configuuration files.
When yyou installed the
Epilog Dashboard there
was
a
dediicated
configuurations
ffolder
createdd where youu will
need to save the
configuurations.
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The
path
Configurations
shown here:

for
the
folder is

My Documents/Epilog /
engraving setting.

Give your file a name and then click on Save. You now have a custom
Configuration file that can be used the next time you need to run this job or
material.
HINT! Many users find it helpful to save the configurations with a name that
associates the configurations with one of two things:
1.
2.

The customer. For example, Jones Pharmacy 04 Awards Banquet.dat
The material size and type. For example, 9 x 12 Wood.dat

Notes on Saving Configuration Settings:
If you would like to expand your folder options it is best to make changes from
Windows Explorer (sometimes referred to as My Computer). You can create as
many folders under the “engraving_setting” folder as you wish and structure your
saved configuration files in a way that best suits your needs.
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Load
ding Con
nfiguratio
on Files:

To load a coonfiguration file,
clicck on the Broowse… buttton.

The Browse for Folder winddow will opeen.

Clickk OK.
Afterr selectingg your foldder all off the
conffiguration fiiles will noow show inn the
Dashhboard.
Notee – The indivvidual files w
will not appeear in
the B
Browse for Folder winddow. They only
appeear in the C
Configurationns window after
the ffolder has been
selecteed.
.
H
Highlight
the
configguration filee that
you w
want to use. You
must cclick on the Load
buttonn.
Doouble
clickinng
on
the
selecteed file will not
load thhe settings.
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Click on the Geneeral tab to seee the settinggs that the loaded file briings up.

Add
ditiona
al Dasshboa
ard Drriver F
Featu
ures
Multip
ple Passses

You can
c automatiically engrav
ve or cut a joob multiple times by settting the Nuumber
of Co
opies to the number of passes
p
that you want too make. W
When each paass is
finished the laseer will auto
omatically sstart anotherr pass untiil all passess are
compllete.
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Multip
ple Pag
ges
CorelD
Draw allowss you to set up and printt multiple paages. The sscreen shot bbelow
showss the Corel print
p
window
w that is set uup to print aall three pagees of a three page
docum
ment. You can print all of the pagges, or you can specify which oness you
want to
t print by adjusting the settings in tthe Print rangge box.

c view the different paages in the Prrint Preview
w screen.
You can
When
n a multiple page job is printed to thhe laser, the job will be displayed oon the
LCD as Job:3.Pag
ge 3. Note that the lastt page of thee job (in thiss case there were
hat is shown
n on the LCD
D – not the first page! For this prinnt job
three pages) is wh
w see as you
y scroll th
hrough the joobs on the L
LCD that thhe second paage is
you will
displaayed as Job:2
2.Page 2, and that the firrst page is ddisplayed as Job:1. File N
Name
(wherre the file nam
me is the nam
me of the fille as it was ssaved in Correl).
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The list below shows the file names a little more clearly:
Job:1. File Name
Job:2. Page 2
Job:3. Page 3 – This file shows on the LCD when the file is received at the laser.

If you already have jobs in the laser system, the naming structure will change.
The Job number will pick up the first available number. For instance, if you have
two jobs already in the laser system and then print a multi-page job of five pages,
the file names for those five pages will be:
Job:3. File Name
Job:4. Page 2
Job:5. Page 3
Job:6. Page 4
Job:7. Page 5 – This is the job that will show after the entire file has been
received.

If you start engraving the jobs and become uncertain about which pages are
which, you can refer back to your print preview screen and the Page number in
the laser will correspond to the page number in the print preview (see the screen
shot on previous page).

Changing Dashboard Driver Defaults
All of the Dashboard driver default settings can be modified to suit your
engraving needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to Start | Control Panel | Printers
Right mouse click on the Epilog Engraver
Click on Properties
Click on Printing Preferences
Change any of the settings. These changes will become the default settings
for each new print job.
Click Okay and close out all open windows.
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Section 7: Quick Start & Easy
Setup
In This Section
 Artwork Setup
 Job Setup

Artwork Setup
Create your job in the graphics software of your choice, (for example –
CorelDraw). There are three different modes of operation for the laser and the
way you setup your artwork will determine if you raster engrave or vector cut.
Raster engraving can best be described as very high resolution dot matrix
"printing" with a laser. Raster engraving is used to create highly detailed graphic
images. The laser head scans back and forth, left to right, engraving a series of
dots one line at a time. As the laser head moves down line by line, the dot pattern
forms the image that was printed from your computer. You can raster engrave
scanned images, text, clipart, photographs, or line drawings. Use your
imagination and creativity.

This artwork is a good
representation of a raster
file. The soccer ball is a
clipart image. Text has
been added, and a scanned
photograph is also
incorporated.
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Vector cutting iss a continuo
ous path thaat follows thhe outline, or profile, oof an
imagee. Vector cuttting is norm
mally used too cut complletely througgh materials such
as wo
ood, acrylic, paper, etc. It can also bbe used for quick markking of charaacters
and geometric pattterns. You
u can vector cut with thee laser by seetting objectts and
text to
o be unfilleed and draw
wn with a 0..001-inch (00.025mm) ouutline. Thee thin
outlin
ne will produ
uce a vectorr cut. Whenn vectoring, use the vecctor grid or a pin
table to
t protect thee back of yo
our material aas well as yoour table froom laser marrking.

The two sampless above show
w the resultss of
Vector Cutting in w
wood.

i
is a go
ood represen
ntation of a vector file. There is noo fill in the letters
This image
and th
he outline is .001 inch (0
0.025mm).
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Note: If your Raster artwork contains thin lines between .001 and .007 inches and
you are using Vector or Combined mode, those thin lines will all vector cut. This
can be disconcerting when it happens. The most common setup where this occurs
is when you have a clipart image with hidden lines that you send to the laser using
Combined mode. The artwork shown below is a good example of a piece of
clipart as it appears on the screen (top) and the hidden lines (bottom) that will
vector cut if you are in Combined or Vector mode. If you only want to Raster
engrave, make sure you select Raster mode in the Epilog Dashboard.
For more information on Vector cutting refer to the Using the Epilog Dashboard
Driver section of this manual.
In CorelDraw you can view just the lines (bottom view)
by clicking on the View button in the menu bar and
selecting Simple Wire frame.

Figure 1: Clipart Image w/Hidden Lines

The upper image is a complex piece of clipart. The lower image shows all of
the hidden lines that are in this piece of clipart. If this clipart image were run in
Combined mode it would first raster most of the car then vector cut all but the
thickest lines.
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Job Setup
Your Epilog laser system has a prime reference point that is in the upper-left
corner of the laser table. This is the 0,0 (zero, zero), or “Home” position. All
artwork and material placement is normally referenced from here. Keep this 0,0
point in mind when measuring and setting up your work.

Artwork Orientation
Landscape or Portrait – You can engrave using either landscape or portrait modes.
Depending on the artwork, you can increase your efficiency and decrease the time
it takes to engrave an image by changing the orientation of your file. Many users
set up their artwork in portrait mode and then rotate the artwork 90 degrees if they
are going to print from landscape mode.
The drawings below show the same job in portrait mode (left) and landscape
mode (right). The portrait mode will engrave in less time because there is a large
amount of horizontal white space between the lines of text that the laser will
automatically skip through. Engraving the same job in landscape mode eliminates
the lasers ability to skip through white space, resulting in a longer engraving time.
Experiment with the artwork that you use. It will quickly become second nature
which mode works best for different types of artwork.

Landscape Mode

Portrait Mode
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Material Orientation
Some materials such as wood or plastics that have a grain (brushed look) will look
nicer when engraved if the grain of the material runs parallel with the X-stroke of
the carriage. The orientation of material without a grain pattern is usually not
important.
Travel direction of carriage

Travel direction of carriage

Wood showing grain

Preferred
Preferred

Wood showing grain

Less Desirable
Orientation
Less desirable

Piece and Page Size
Many users like to create their artwork on a page size in Corel that matches the
size of the piece that is to be lasered. Compensating for beveled edges or placing
an image in an exact location is easy when there is a one-for-one relationship
between the material and the page size of the artwork. If this method works for
you, remember that you must also set the Piece Size dimensions in the Dashboard
to match the page size you have set in your graphics software.
On the other hand, many users do not want to change the Piece Size dimensions in
the Dashboard every time they print something new. They prefer to use a page
size that matches the table size (32 x 20 (812.8 x 508 mm) and place their artwork
into the upper left corner of the page. Both methods are effective and it is a
matter of personal preference which method is used.
Place the material to be engraved on the engraving table in the upper left hand
corner, pressing the material firmly against the metal rulers along the top and left
edges.
Most material does not need to be held or clamped in place. Simply setting it on
the table and letting gravity hold it in place is enough. If you are using a material
that is likely to move during operation or is very thin, you can hold it in place
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using the Epilog Integrated Vacuum
V
Tabble. Simplyy place it oon the table flush
againsst the upperr and left haand rulers. Then coverr any remainning holes iin the
metal table with scrap
s
materiaal or a madee jig. This w
will create a semi-suctionn and
hold the
t piece of material
m
in place.
p
The m
material can also be heldd with a varieety of
materials such as masking tap
pe, PlayDohh, magnets, etc. Creatinng jigs is also an
excelllent method
d of holding
g materials that are hiigh volume, or high vvalue.
Engraaving or cuttiing a jig to match
m
an unuusual shape is very easy to do.

Focus
s on yo
our matterial
In ord
der to engrav
ve or cut a crisp
c
clean iimage, your material muust be the coorrect
distan
nce from the bottom of the
t focus lenns. Setting tthe distance from the boottom
of thee focus lens to the top of your maaterial is thee process off focusing, aand is
accom
mplished by placing you
ur material oon the table and movingg the table uup or
down.. There are two
t differen
nt methods o f focusing – Manual or A
Auto Focus.

Manu
ual Focu
us
The photo
p
below
w shows thee “V” shapeed manual ffocus gaugee that is useed to
determ
mine the corrrect distancce from the focus lens to the top oof your matterial.
This gauge
g
is included in yourr Accessoriees Kit that coomes with yoour system.

ual Focus Gaauge
Manu
Place the manual focus gaug
ge on the caarriage and pplace the obbject to be ccut or
engrav
ved in the upper-left
u
co
orner of thee machine. Use the arrrow keys on the
contro
ol panel to highlight
h
thee light next to the wordd Focus. You can now m
move
the Jo
oystick up or down to move
m
the tabble appropriaately until yyour materiaal just
touchees the bottom
m of the gau
uge. The speeed at whichh the table rises or lowerrs can
be co
ontrolled by
y applying varying preessure upwaards or dow
wnwards onn the
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joystick. Once the focus position has been established, remove the gauge. Press
the Reset key.
If your material has a taper or curve, pick an intermediate point between the
highest and lowest points being engraved and focus on that point. In general, the
area of the material being engraved needs to be relatively flat. If the area being
engraved differs in height by more than about an 1/8th of an inch (3 mm), the
image will begin to look “fuzzy” or out of focus.
Manually Focus Anywhere on the Table: If you wish to focus at a point on the
table other than in the upper left corner you can do so by activating the Jog
feature of the machine. Press the Arrow keys on the keypad until the light next to
Jog is illuminated. This now activates the Joystick to allow you to move the lens
carriage of the laser to the desired position on the table. Again, varying the
pressure applied to the joystick will vary the speed at which the lens carriage
moves to the desired position on the table. Once the lens carriage is located over
the desired portion of the table, use the procedure above for raising and lowering
the table until the focus gauge touches the top of the material.
After you have focused, press the Reset key to send the carriage back to its Park
position.
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Auto Focus
F
Most users preferr to use the Auto Focuss capability for focusingg. It’s quickk and
easy to
t use.

Auto
o Focusing
g Through
h the Dash
hboard
Activaating the Au
uto Focus caan be done oon your com
mputer by checking the ““Auto
Focuss” box in thee Dashboard. If there is not a Checkk in this boxx, Auto focuss will
be dissabled and th
he table will not move upp or down w
when the job starts.
When
n a job is started, and
d Auto Fo cus has beeen enabledd, the table will
autom
matically raisse or lower to the apprropriate height before tthe lens carrriage
movess to the first point of eng
graving/cuttiing.
You must
m
also in
ndicate if you are using a vector grrid. When thhe Vector Grid is
installled and you want to usee Auto Focuus, click thee box next to “Vector G
Grid”.
This tells
t
the laserr system thaat the vector grid is instaalled and it w
will automatiically
calcullate the apprropriate focaal distance bbased off thiis informatioon. Please nnote –
The material
m
thick
kness is still required whhen using thee vector gridd. If a thicknness is
not sp
pecified the system willl auto focus to the top oof the grid, not to the toop of
your material.
m
To en
nter the matterial thickn
ness of the object you will be enggraving/marrking/
cutting use a pair of calipers for an accurrate measureement and eenter this vallue in
Thickness” box
b in the driiver.
the “T
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WAR
RNING: If you
y are usin
ng Auto Foocus and youu know therre is not ennough
clearaance between
n the lens caarriage and yyour materiaal, you will nneed to loweer the
table before
b
you insert your material
m
and start the jobb. To lower the table, usse the
Arrow
w keys on the keypad to illuminate tthe light nexxt to the word “Focus”. Then
use th
he Joystick to
o lower the table
t
enoughh to accomm
modate your ppart.
Note: Please be careful wheen auto focuusing on irrregularly shaaped items. The
crash bar and air assist
a
tube must
m clear alll edges of thhe work piece in this situuation
also.

Crash
h bar
The Crash
C
Bar is a safety feaature that preevents the taable from “ccrashing” intto the
lens carriage and X-beam.
X
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The Fusion
F
keybo
oard will disp
play the job::

Job: Un
ntitled

Place your work piece in thee upper left corner of thhe engravingg table, closse the
door and
a then press the Go keey to start thee job.
To access the ECC
C after the jo
ob has printeed go to youur Icon tray iin the lower right
cornerr of your Wiindows screeen and doub le click on tthe ECC iconn. Once youu have
openeed the ECC from
f
your deesktop you w
will only bee able to acceess it througgh the
lower right icon trray. If you close
c
the EC
CC or it is noot in the icon tray go baack to
d
to reeopen it. Thee icon tray iss in the loweer right corner of the Desktop
your desktop
and th
he ECC icon
n is shown beelow. Your iicon tray maay look diffeerent than the one
shown
n, but it shou
uld be in the lower right hand cornerr.
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Keyboard Commands
Loading Your
Y
Work
Operation
ge
Job Storag

Keyb
yboard
d Com
mman
nds
Red Dot
D Poin
nter and Laserr On Ke
eys:
The Keyboard
K
Commands arre useful toools for operating your laser system
m and is
arrang
ged into funcctional group
ps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Display
Function Menu
M
Action Keys
Joystick
Red Dot Pointer
Laser On
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Joysttick
The Joystick
J
is uused to conntrol, move, or change aall of the
available featuress found in thhe Fusion keeyboard.
Afterr you highligght a Functiion Menu ittem you willl use the
Joysttick to controol, move or change that function by tilting or
depreessing the Jooystick.
Chan
nges made w
while using thhe Joystick w
will be show
wn on the
two-lline LCD dissplay.
The Joystick is an
n extremely versatile toool that can bbe used in m
many differeent ways.
There are three prrimary functiions to the J oystick:
1.

Tilting – many
m
actions will be perrformed by ttilting the Jooystick from
m side-toside or up and
a down. The
T Joystickk provides 3360 degrees of maneuvverability.
The joystick
k is progresssive in thatt a slight tillt will produ
duce a smalll or slow
movement while
w
a greatter tilt will pproduce a fasster or largerr movement..

2.

Center Cliccking (♦) an
nd Double C
Center Cliccking (♦♦) – Some actiions will
require a strraight down center clickk to initiate. This is accoomplished bby simply
pressing straaight down on
o the centerr of the Joysstick.
A special ♦ character is used in the display to inndicate funcctions where a Center
Click action
n is used. Fo
or example, uuse the cursoor keys on thhe keyboardd to scroll
to the Confi
fig function. The first Coonfig settingg will read ♦ Restore XY
Y Home.
The diamon
nd that is in front of Resstore XY Hoome indicatees that a Cennter Click
will restore your lens caarriage to thee upper left H
Home positiion.
Double Cen
nter Clicking
g - A double diamond ♦ ♦ in the low
wer right cornner of the
display indiicates that a sub-menu is availablee when a doouble-centerr click is
initiated. Th
he Focus and
d Jog functioons both provvide a sub-m
menu.

3.

Flick - A siingle, quick “Flick” willl produce a single movvement or veery small
adjustment.

The Joystick is prrogressive and touch sennsitive and pprovides a ccontinuouslyy variable
range of adjustmeents. It is seensitive to tthe degree oof tilt that iss being appllied. The
J
thee bigger yourr impact on tthe function you are usinng.
more you tilt the Joystick,
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To seee how the Jo
oystick work
ks, let’s practtice:
1.

2.
3.

Use the currsor keys on
n the keypaad to highligght the Jog function. Jog mode
moves the lens
l
carrige.. Now, simpply tilt the JJoystick as ffar as you can to the
right and do
own. The len
ns carriage w
will start mooving, slowlyy at first, theen after a
second it will
w start pick
king up speeed. To slow
w the carriagge, simply reeduce the
amount of tiilt you apply
y to the Joys tick. Varyinng the amounnt of tilt channges how
fast the carrriage moves.
Now, let’s “flick”
“
the jo
oystick. By flicking the Joystick, thhe carriage w
will move
about .001”” or .002”. You
Y will proobably not bbe able to seee the motioon, but if
you watch the display panel
p
you willl see that thhe digital reaadout changees.
Once you get
g a feel forr it, you willl be able to m
move the caarriage at ann absolute
crawl or as fast as it willl go just by adjusting the amount off tilt.

Displa
ay

The display
d
show
ws valuable informationn associated with the higghlighted Fuunctional
Menu
u items. We will
w explain the different
nt information that will bbe displayed as we go
throug
gh the descriiption of eacch menu item
m.

Action
n Keys

GO key
k
Press the GO key
y to start or reesume a job..
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STOP
Pressing the STOP key will stop the lens carriage and the laser beam will be shut off.
If the STOP key is pressed during raster engraving mode the lens carriage will stop
on either the far left or far right of the engraving line that is in process. If the STOP
key is pressed while in vector cutting mode, the lens carriage will stop at the end of a
line segment or at the next line node location. Once the lens carriage has stopped,
you can open the door to examine the engraving. By closing the door and pressing
the GO key, the engraving / cutting job will commence where it left off. If the item
being engraved is not moved the engraving / cutting registration will not be affected.
Note: Opening the door on the laser during engraving or cutting will stop the laser
from firing; however the lens carriage will continue to move. It is important to STOP
the job before you open the door to ensure the engraving / cutting is completed.
If you press the STOP key while in vector mode it may take some time for the system
to actually stop. The system needs to get to the next node in a vector before it can
stop.

RESET
Pressing the RESET key will move the carriage back to its Home position. Press the
RESET button after you have pressed the STOP button, or after you have moved the
carriage when in the Jog position.
RESET does not erase the job from the laser systems memory; rather it will stop the
engraving job in process and send the carriage back to the home position.
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Functtion Me
enu

JOB
When
n a job has been
b
printed to the laserr and the JO
OB menu is hhighlighted, you will
be seee the job in the first lin
ne of the dissplay. The eestimated joob time and the print
resolu
ution will sho
ow on the seecond line oof the displayy. Pressing tthe GO buttoon on the
keybo
oard will starrt this job. After
A
pressinng the GO buutton the jobb timer will be active
and th
he print resollution will be displayed on the seconnd line of thee display.
If mulltiple jobs haave been prin
nted to the laaser, the lastt job printedd will be dispplayed.
Use th
he Joystick to
t scroll thro
ough multiplee jobs.
The Jo
ob name is th
he same nam
me as the filee used to prinnt the job.

Job:1. Fu
usion Testt
00:02:23 600 DPII
In thee image abov
ve, the job time
t
estimattor indicates that the jobb will take 2 minutes
and 23
3 seconds att 600 DPI.
The Jo
ob Time estiimator is an extremely hhandy tool foor pricing jobbs!
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FOCUS
With FOCUS highlighted, use the Joystick to move the table up or down. The display
will show a digital readout of the table position. The imagine below shows the table at
its zero, zero position (-0.000).
The image below also shows two visual indicators that provide addition functionality
to the Focus function:

JOB: Laser Test
FOCUS -0.000
Fine or Course indicator.

Sub-menu indicator.

The two arrows on the left side of the second line in the display indicate whether you
are in in “Course” or “Fine” focus mode. In Course mode the table will move up or
down in large increments. In Fine mode the table will move up or down in small
increments.

Tilt the joystick left or right to toggle between Fine and
Course.
Course mode – Double arrows

JOB: Laser Test
FOCUS -0.000

A single arrow indicates that you are in “Fine” adjustment mode and the table will
move up or down in very small increments.
Fine mode – Single arrow
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Focu
us Sub-Meenu

JO
OB: Lasser Test
FOCU
US -0.000
The tw
wo diamond
ds on the bo
ottom right oof the displaay indicate that by doubble center
clickin
ng the joystiick you will bring up a sub-menu.

To seet a new or temporary Table
T
Homee position, ffirst move thhe table up or down
using the joystick
k to focus on
n your materiial. Then, doouble center click to brinng up the
menu. Tilt the joystick Up,
U Down, L
Left or Rightt to activate the associatted menu
sub-m
item:
1.
2.
3.

Up – GO 0 - Tilt the joystick
j
up to move thhe table to iits default zero, zero
Home positiion.
Down – MOVEOUT - Tilt the jooystick downn to move tthe lens carrriage out
per left corneer position bby about 2” ((50 mm).
from its upp
Left – SET
T 0 - tilt thee joystick leeft to set a new or tem
mporary Tabble Home
position.
The SET 0 function iss only used to set or reeset a new or temporarry Home
position
p
forr your table height when
en using the Color Mapp
pping functioon in the
Dashboard driver. Auto
o focus will not work prroperly oncee a new 0 (zeero) table
Home posittion has been
n establisheed.
When you set
s a new 0 (Zero) posittion for you
ur table, the auto focus ffunction
in the driveer will no lon
nger referen
nce the defau
ult table heig
ight. It will rreference
the new Tab
ble Home po
osition, renddering auto ffocus uselesss.
R
Table Hom
me to re-estaablish the ddefault Tablle Home
You must RESTORE
position
p
if you
y want to start
s
using aauto focus aagain.

4.

Right – RESTORE - Tilt the joystiick to the rigght to restorre the table height to
its default Home
H
positiion. This is normally doone when yyou are finisshed with
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your new or temporary Table Home position and want the table to move back
to its default Home position so you can start using auto focus again.
Note – an alternative method of setting a new Table Home position is to just center
click once. There is no visual indicator on the display, but a single center click after
you have focused your table eliminates double center clicking to access the submenu.

JOG
With Jog highlighted, use the Joystick to move the lens carriage over the table. Turn
on the red dot pointer for a visual indicator of where the carriage is moving. The
carriage can be moved in X, Y or diagonally. The display will show a digital readout
of the carriage position. The imagine below shows the lens carriage is at +0.500 in the
X axis and +1.234 in the Y axis.

Set a New or Temporary Home:
The Jog function is most useful for setting a new or temporary Home position when
working on odd shaped items or if it’s just more convenient to designate somewhere
other than the upper left corner of the table as your starting point. To set a new Home
position, use the following instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the Jog function on the keyboard
Use the Joystick to move the carriage to a new position. Use the red dot pointer
as a visual indicator of the carriage location. The display will also show a
digital readout of the X and Y position.
Double center click to access the sub-menu.
Tilt the joystick to the left (SET 0) to set a new Home position.

Note – an alternative method of setting a new Home position is to just center click
once. There is no visual indicator on the display, but a single center click takes the
place of steps 3 and 4 above.
5.
6.
7.

Once your new Home position is set, use the cursor keys to go to the Job
function. Press the Go key to run your job. Your job will use this new Home
position as it’s starting reference point.
When you are finished with the new Home position, go back to the Jog mode
and double center click to bring up the sub-menu.
Tilt the joystick to the right (RESTORE) to restore the lens carriage to its
default zero, zero Home position in the upper left corner.
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The images below show the display in Jog mode as well as the sub-menu for the Jog
function.

JOB: Laser Test
+0.500 +1.234
X-axis
position

Y-axis
position

The image above also shows the double diamonds that are displayed when in Jog
mode. The double diamonds indicate that by double center clicking the joystick a Jog
sub-menu will be displayed.
The Sub-menu is shown below:

GO 0
SET 0

EXIT
RESTORE

Double center click to bring up the sub-menu then tilt the joystick Up, Down, Left or
Right to activate the associated menu item:
 Up – GO 0 - Tilt the joystick up to move the carriage back to its zero, zero
position. This function will move the lens carriage back to a new or temporary
Home position.
 Down – EXIT - Tilt the joystick Down to exit the sub-menu. Center clicking
does the same thing.
 Left – SET 0 - Tilt the joystick left to set a new or temporary XY Home
position.
 Right – RESTORE – Tilt the joystick to the right to reset the lens carriage
back to its upper left corner position after you are finished using a new or
temporary Home position.

SPEED
With SPEED highlighted, the speed setting will be displayed. The display will show
RS for Raster Speed and VS for Vector Speed.
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POWER
With Power highlighted, the power setting will be displayed. The display will show
RP for Raster Power and VP for Vector Power.

CONFIG
With CONFIG highlighted, use the Joystick to scroll through the available menu
items.
There are two different modes of operation in the Config menu:
1.
Functions- Any menu item with a diamond (♦) in front of it is a function.
Simply center click on the joystick to perform that function.
2.
Adjustment (Calibrations) – These are menu items that can be changed. There
is not a diamond in front of these items, but center clicking is used to allow
access to the function. After center clicking to gain access, use the joystick to
increment, decrement or toggle the value that is shown. Press the Go key to
make your change permanent.
The items in the CONFIG menu are shown below along with a description of how
they are used. Please keep in mind that changing most of these settings can also be
accomplished from the ECC.
1.

♦ Restore XY Home – Center Click to restore the lens carriage to its standard
home position when you are finished using a temporary home position. You can
RESTORE XY Home from here or you can double center click in Jog mode to
do the same thing.

2.

♦ Restore Table Home – Center click to send the table back to its default Home
height. You can RESTORE Table Home from here or you can double center
click in Focus mode to do the same thing.

3.

X Home – This is a calibration function that insures your artwork is properly
located on the table in the X-axis. It is set relative to the upper left corner of the
table.
Increasing this number has the effect of moving your artwork to the right.
Decreasing this number has the effect of moving your artwork to the left.
The numeric readout shows increments of .001”.
Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or
decrement. Press the Go key to make your change permanent.
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4.

Y Home – This is a calibration function that insures your artwork is properly
located on the table in the Y-axis. It is set relative to the upper left corner of the
table.
Increasing this number has the effect of moving your artwork down.
Decreasing this number has the effect of moving your artwork up.
The numeric readout shows increments of .001”.
Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or
decrement. Press the Go key to make your change permanent.

5.

Table Home – This is a calibration function that insures your auto focus
distance is set properly. It establishes the correct spacing between the focus lens
and the top of the table. It insures that the table always moves the top of your
work piece to a point that is exactly two inches below the focus lens (or, three
inches for the Fiber lens) when auto focus is used.
Increasing this number has the effect of increasing the distance between the
table and the lens carriage.
Decreasing this number has the effect of decreasing the distance between the
table and the lens carriage.
The numeric readout shows increments of .001”.
Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or
decrement. Press the Go key to make your change permanent.

6.

Jog Laser PWR – This function sets the laser power that will be used when
using the Laser On feature. Increasing this number increases the percentage of
the laser power that will be used when Jogging the lens carriage and pressing
the white Laser On button.
Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or
decrement. Press the Go key to make your change permanent.

7.

♦ Quick Table Home – A center click will move the table down to find the
nearest table height sensor. This function is rarely used.

8.

Serial # - This establishes a S/N for USB use. Center click to gain access, tilt
the joystick up or down to increment or decrement. Press the Go key to make
your change permanent. This function is rarely used.

9.

IP Address – This sets the IP Address of the laser system. Center click to gain
access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or decrement. Tilt left or right
to move to the different sets of three numbers. Press the Go key to make your
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change permanent. Most users find it is easier to make this setting from the
ECC.
10.

Subnet Mask – This sets the Subnet mask for the laser system. Center click to
gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or decrement. Tilt left or
right to move to the different sets of three numbers. Press the Go key to make
your change permanent. Most users find it is easier to make this setting from
the ECC.

11.

Gateway – This sets the Gateway for the laser system. Center click to gain
access, tilt the joystick up or down to increment or decrement. Tilt left or right
to move to the different sets of three numbers. Press the Go key to make your
change permanent. Most users find it is easier to make this setting from the
ECC.

12.

Laser Installed - This shows which type laser is installed in the machine - CO2
or Fiber – If your machine has blue panels it is a CO2. If your machine has
yellow panels it is a fiber.
CO2 lasers are the most versatile and work with many different types of
materials. Fiber lasers are used for metal marking only.
This is a factory setting that is not user accessible.

13.

Vector Grid In – This indicates if the Vector Grid is installed. Center click to
gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to toggle between Yes and No. Press
the Go key to make your change permanent. Most users find it is easier to make
this setting from the ECC.

14.

AirA Raster – This tells the machine to activate Air assist during all Raster
jobs. Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to toggle between
Yes and No. Press the Go key to make your change permanent. Most users set
this setting to No. Most users find it is easier to make this setting from the ECC.

15.

AirA Vector - This tells the machine to activate Air assist during all Vector
jobs. Center click to gain access, tilt the joystick up or down to toggle between
Yes and No. Press the Go key to make your change permanent. Most users set
this setting to Yes. Most users find it is easier to make this setting from the
ECC.

16.

Laser Match – This sets the left-right raster line alignment. This setting is
normally a factory only setting and will not need to be adjusted by the user.
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17.

Stamp Match – This sets the left-right raster line alignment in Stamp mode.
This setting is normally a factory only setting and will not need to be adjusted
by the user.

18.

♦ Set XY Home – This sets a new Home Position. Most users find it is easier to
make this setting from the sub-menu in Jog mode.

19.

♦ Set Table Home – This sets a new Table Home Position. Most users find it is
easier to make this setting from the sub-menu in Focus mode.

20.

♦ Go XY Home – This restores the carriage lens to its default Home position in
the upper left corner of the machine. Most users find it is easier to make this
setting from the sub-menu in Jog mode.

21.

♦ Go Table Home – This restores the table to its default Home position.

22.

X Scale Adjust – This setting calibrates the accuracy in the X-axis. This setting
is normally a factory only setting and will not need to be adjusted by the user.

23.

Y Scale Adjust – This setting calibrates the accuracy in the Y-axis. This setting
is normally a factory only setting and will not need to be adjusted by the user.

24.

Laser TI – This sets the Tickle of the laser tube. This setting is normally a
factory only setting and will not need to be adjusted by the user.

25.

Bed Size – This indicates the bed size. This setting is normally a factory only
setting and will not need to be adjusted by the user.

26.

Sys Unit – Sets the units of the machine to inches or CM.

27.

Fiber Laser PWR – Sets the correct parameters for the specific power output of
your machine.

28.

♦ Full Table Home – This setting is normally a factory only setting.

29.

Calibrate Joystick – This setting is normally a factory only setting. It
reestablishes the feel of the Joystick.

30.

System Version – This displays the Firmware version that is installed.
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Red Dot
D Poin
nter and Laserr On Ke
eys:
Re
ed Dot:
The Pointer key is a togglee switch thatt turns the laaser systems Red Dot
Poiinter on and
d off. Whenn the red dot pointer is oon, the indicaator light
directly to the left
l of the poointer key w
will be illuminnated.

La
aser On:
The laaser on butto
on allows yo
ou to move tthe carriage and fire the laser withouut having
a job in the displaay. This is a very handyy feature beccause it alloows you to ddo simple
tasks without
w
prin
nting a job to
o the laser syystem!
To use the Laser On feature you
y must bee in Jog modde. When in Jog mode, ppress and
hold the white Laser
L
On button.
b
Sim
multaneously use the Jooystick to m
move the
carriage. When th
he carriage moves,
m
the llaser will firre. As soon as the carriaage stops
movin
ng the laser will
w stop firing.
You can
c adjust the
t default laser powerr being useed in Laser On mode from the
CONF
FIG menu. Highlight CONFIG,
C
thhen scroll doown to Jog Laser PWR
R: Center
click the
t Joystick then tilt the Joystick Upp or Down too change thee value. Press the GO
key to
o activate thee change. Go
o back to Jogg mode to usse Laser On..

Job Storage - Temporrary Mem
mory
The Fusion
F
laser has
h the capaability to stoore multiple jjobs in tempporary memoory. The
machiine will storee any and alll jobs sent uuntil there iss no free tem
mporary mem
mory left.
For alll practical purposes,
p
theere is no lim
mit to the num
mber of jobss you can seend to the
laser.
Note: Temporarry jobs storeed in the laaser systemss will be errased when the laser
system
m is turned off.
o
Jobs listed in the ECC
E
will alsso be deletedd when the laaser system is turned offf.
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n 9: Usin
ng th
he E
ECC
(Epilog Co
ontro
ol Ce
ente
er)
In
n This Secttion – Stan
ndard Featu
ures
 Job Tab
 Control Taab
 Configurattion Tab

CC either do
ouble click oon the ECC icon on youur desktop oor double
To acccess the EC
click on
o it from your
y
system tray
t
in the loower right ccorner of youur computer monitor.
This is explained in more detaail in an earllier section oof this manuaal.

Job Tab
The Jo
ob tab is useed to managee the jobs thaat have beenn printed to tthe Fusion annd shows
all of the laser parrameters thatt were used to print the jjob from thee Dashboard driver.
The im
mage below shows
the th
hree jobs thaat have
been printed to
o the
laser. Job
#3
is
highliighted and you can
see th
he laser param
meters
that were
w
used for
fo this
job. The
T asterisk next
n to
the tiime in thee Run
Time section means
that the
t
job haas not
been run
r yet. It iss in the
print queue reaady to
run, but
b has not ru
un yet.
Scrollling throug
gh the
jobs will
w show the laser
param
meters that were
used for
f each job.
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The image beelow
showss that Job #3
has
now
been
b
complleted becaause
there is no asterissk in
the
Run
Time
T
section.

This image also
showss that now Job
#2 iss selected and
that it
i has entiirely
differeent
laser
l
param
meters
than
t
Job #3
3.
The Jo
ob tab allow
ws you to run
n the laser froom this one page once a job has beeen printed
to the laser.
P
button will
w start thee job you haave selectedd. If you havve placed
Clickiing on the Play
your material
m
in th
he machine,, pressing thhe Play buttoon will start the job. Preessing the
Play button elim
minates the need
n
to startt the job ussing the GO
O key on thhe Fusion
oard.
keybo
Pleasee be careful when startin
ng a job from
m the ECC. A
As you can imagine, if yyou have
a job in queue witthout runnin
ng it and leavve the laser uunattended bbriefly, someeone else
may come
c
along and change your work ppiece. If youu do not cheeck to makee sure it’s
still in
n place you would
w
be bettter off startiing the job ffrom the laseer keyboard.
You can
c only starrt a job if thee status of thhe machine iis idle. The job will run using the
laser parameters that are sh
hown. You can also Sttop and Paause a job from the
compu
uter.
If you
u have printeed a job to th
he laser andd realize thatt you would like to moddify some
of thee laser param
meters you can change them from
m the Job tabb, click on the Play
button
n and your new
n settings will
w overridee the old onees.
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If you
u change a laaser parametter you can make that change permanent or youu can use
it as a temporary setting. If you
y change tthe Raster sppeed you willl see the new
w setting
chang
ges to red. Prressing the Play
P button w
will run the jjob at this nnew setting, bbut when
the jo
ob is finisheed, the settin
ng will go bback to whhat was origginally sent from the
Dashb
board driverr. To make the
t change ppermanent, ffirst change the setting and then
click on
o Set. The Set button will
w save thee change andd the new vaalue will no llonger be
red.
The im
mage below shows the Job
J tab whilee a job is ruunning. Noticce that the sttatus ball
has ch
hanged to red
d. Also noticce that the joob you are cuurrently runnning is highllighted in
red.

At the bottom
m of the
ECC
C you cann see a
visuual indicatorr in green
thatt shows the progress
of tthe job. As you can
see,, this job is about
2/3rrds completee and has
beenn running for 23
secoonds.

All jobs w
will be
autoomatically
deleted
when the Fusion is powered off. These jjobs cannot be stored inn computer memory,
but th
he Configuraations panel in the print driver allow
w for permaanent storagee of laser
param
meters.

Con
ntrol Tab
T
The Control
C
tab is used to mo
ove the lenss carriage annd the work table. Use thhe cursor
icons to move thee lens carriag
ge and tablee. If you clicck on the currsor the lenss carriage
in the machine wiill start moviing. These coontrols are rreal time conntrols!
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You can
c also inpu
ut numerical values if yoou want to m
move the carrriage or tablee to a
speciffic location.

You can
c use the buttons
b
at thee bottom of the screen too set a tempporary Homee position
or to send
s
the carrriage back to
o its standardd rest positioon.

Con
nfigura
ation Tab
The Configuration
C
n tab allowss you to channge the factoory setting ffrom the EC
CC. These
setting
g are not som
mething you
u would norm
mally changge on a regullar basis, buut making
minorr adjustmentts to your machine
m
is eaasy from thee configuration tab. Thee settings
found
d in the Conffiguration taab are the saame as thosee found undder the Conffiguration
menu on the keyb
board.
nd
Most users fin
that iff they do neeed
to maake a chang
ge
to
th
he
Configuration of
o
the machine
m
it is
much easier to do
d
t ECC thaan
from the
the keeyboard at th
he
machiine.
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Standard
S
Fe
eatures






Front Access Doo
or
Task Plate
P
Rulerss
Crash
h Bar
Emerg
gency Stop

Optional
O
Ac
ccessories- These opttional accessories can bbe purchasedd with yourr original
orrder or at an
ny time after the purchasee of your lasser system.
 Vecto
or Grid / Vaccuum Hold Down
D
Table

Fron
nt Acc
cess Door
D
The front
f
access door is usu
ually
used for easy loading and
unload
ding of palleetized materrials.
The door
d
is interrlocked and
d the
laser will not firee if the doo
or is
open.
The front acccess
suppo
orted by strutts.

door

is
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The struts can bee disconnecteed if you w
wish to open the door m
more than its standard
90 deg
gree opening
g. Remove th
he left and rright thumb screws to alllow the dooor to open
the full 180 degrees.

Task
k Platte
The taask plate is the flat staiinless steel ttable that iss used as thee standard eengraving
surfacce for jobs that
t
don’t include vecttor cutting. The task pllate is magnnetic and
allowss you to use magnets to hold oddly sshaped itemss in place.

Rule
ers
The rulers
r
have both Engliish and
metricc units printeed on them. Simply
unscreew the rulerss and flip theem over
if you
u want to change
c
whicch units
are displayed.

Crassh Ba
ar
The Crash
C
Bar is mounted
d to the lenns assemblyy and preveents the tabble from
“crash
hing” into th
he X-beam when
w
the tablle is movingg to its focuss position. Iff the table
movess up into thee crash bar th
he system wiill come to a complete sttop.
If the crash bar is activated, prress the Restt key on the front keybooard to recovver.
The crash bar iis removed as part of the lens
assem
mbly. Whenn reinstallingg the lens aassembly,
pleasse make suree that the Crrash Bar is ssitting on
top oof the locaating pins oon the sidee of the
carriaage. Crash B
Bar and locaating pins.
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Eme
ergen
ncy Sttop
The emerrgency stop can be usedd to compleetely shut
down thee Fusion systtem in case of an emerrgency. If
the emerggency stop iis used you will need too turn off
the machiine using thee regular power switch, and then
pop the E
E-Stop back oout and thenn restart the F
Fusion as
normal.
E--Stop

Sttandard Pow
wer switch

or Griid/Vac
cuum
m Hold
d-dow
wn
Optional Vecto
Tablle
The optional veector grid/v
vacuum
down table is primarily
y used
hold-d
for veector cuttin
ng jobs wheere the
laser penetrates all
a the way though
m
bein
ng cut. The vector
the material
grid lifts your wo
ork materiall off of
ws the
the fllat task platte and allow
laser beam
b
to pen
netrate all th
he way
throug
gh the material
m
without
w
reflectting back up
p onto the baackside
of yo
our work. The
T
photo below
showss the vector grid
g installed
d in the Fusiion.
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Fe
eature
es
Vacuu
um Hold-down
n
The exhaust systeem is designed so that itt evacuates ffrom both thhe top and thhe bottom
of the vector grid. The exhau
ust pulls air tthrough the vector grid and forms eenough of
a vacu
uum that it will
w flatten sllightly warpeed sheet stocck, paper, w
wood, aluminnum sheet
stock and other materials.
m
Ass long as thee exhaust is operating, aand the vectoor grid is
no mo
ore than an inch
i
(25.4 mm)
m below itts highest pooint, the vacuuum table w
will work.
If you
u have a piecce of sheet stock
s
that dooes not flatteen out becauuse it is not covering
enoug
gh of the grid holes, yo
ou can use aany materiall (including paper) to ccover the
exposed grid. Sim
mply blockin
ng most of tthe grid holees will be ennough to flattten most
sheet stock as long
g as it is nott too severelyy warped, beent or too riggid.

Installlation of
o the Vector
V
g
grid
The rulers
r
on th
he
task plate hav
ve
slots that
t
align an
nd
hold
the
pin
ns
mountted to th
he
bottom
m of th
he
vectorr grid. Th
he
photo below show
ws
s
in th
he
the slots
rulers between th
he
2” an
nd 3” mark
ks.
There are fou
ur
slots on
o the X-axis
and 3 slots on th
he
Y-axis.
Simplly
align the pins in
i
ottom of thee vector grid
d to these sloots and presss the vectorr grid firmlyy into the
the bo
slots. You should feel a tactilee “click” whhen the vectoor grid is prooperly seatedd.
When
never you aree vector cuttting there is the potentiaal for small ppieces to fall through
the veector grid and
a collect in
i the bottoom of the vector grid. These smaall pieces
presen
nt a very dan
ngerous fire hazard. Rem
move and diispose of thee debris in thhe vector
grid on
o a regular basis.
b
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Section 11: Engraving
Machine Cleaning
In This Section
 Cleaning Important!
 Laser Tube

This cleaning section may show photos of other
Epilog machines. The cleaning process is the
same so please use these photos as a reference
guide.

Cleaning - Important!
Fire Warning!
Through normal use your laser system can collect debris and soot that are potentially
flammable. Keeping your laser system clean and the area around it clean are
important parts of laser maintenance. Some materials are extremely flammable and
can easily ignite and burst into open flame setting the machine afire. This open flame
is very dangerous and has the potential to destroy not only the machine, but the
building in which it is housed. Acrylic (Persplex) is one of the more highly
flammable materials that are commonly processed with a laser.
Please read the following warnings and recommendations and follow them closely at
all times!
 NEVER let the laser system operate if it will be unattended.
 KEEP the area around the machine clean and free of clutter, combustible
materials, explosives, or volatile solvents such as acetone, alcohol, or
gasoline.
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 ALWAYS keep a properly maintained and inspected fire extinguisher on hand.
Epilog recommends a Halotron fire extinguisher or a multi-purpose dry
chemical fire extinguisher. The Halotron extinguishers are more expensive
than a dry chemical, but offer certain advantages should you ever need to use
an extinguisher. The Halotron extinguisher discharges a clean, easily
removable substance that is not harmful to the mechanics or wiring of the
laser system. The dry chemical extinguisher discharges a sticky, corrosive
powder that is very difficult to clean up.
 ALWAYS use air assist when vector cutting.
 BE CAREFUL! when vector cutting. Many materials have the potential to
burst suddenly into flames – even materials that may be very familiar to the
user. Always monitor the machine when it is operating.
 KEEP YOUR LASER SYSTEM CLEAN – A buildup of cutting and
engraving reside and debris is dangerous and can create a fire hazard in its
own right. Keep your laser system clean and free of debris. Regularly
remove the vector grid to clean any small pieces that have fallen through the
grid.
The single most important thing that you can do to keep your laser working as if it
were new is to keep it clean! Five minutes once a day will keep the residue and
debris from building up and causing problems. There is almost no maintenance
required for your laser if you KEEP IT CLEAN!
To keep your system clean use a soft cloth and a mild solvent like Isopropyl alcohol
to remove the smoke and vapor from the table, X-beam and anywhere else that
collects dirt and debris.
Cleaning the optics requires special care. Please see the instructions on the following
pages.

Cleaning the Optics
About once a week, or if you notice dust building up, you will need to clean the
optics (mirrors and lenses) of your laser. If smoke, resin, or other contaminants are
allowed to accumulate they will reduce the available laser power and may cause
damage to the optics.
The two optical components most likely to require cleaning are the focus lens and the
mirror directly above it. The lens and mirror are a single assembly, and can be
removed from the machine for cleaning by unscrewing the three thumbscrews on the
front lens cover.
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Mirror

Focus L
Lens

h-quality cootton swab m
moistened wiith the opticcs cleaner
To cleean the opticcs use a high
suppliied in the acccessory kit. Please readd the label oon the bottlee carefully. Rubbing
alcoho
ol should bee used only to remove fingerprintss. If you ruun out of thee cleaner
suppliied by Epilo
og, acetone can
c be usedd as a tempoorary measurre, but shoulld not be
used for
f regular cleaning
c
as it
i contains im
mpurities whhich can conntaminate thhe optics.
If you
u run out off optics cleaner, pure eth
thyl (grain) alcohol suchh as “Goldeen Grain"
and "E
Everclear" are
a highly reecommende d because oof their puree nature andd because
they are
a readily av
vailable.
Wet th
he swab thorroughly with
h the solventt, and then bblot it againsst a piece of cotton so
that itt is no longeer soaking-w
wet. Then ddaub the optiic gently, rootating the sw
wab after
each daub to exp
pose clean cotton
c
to thhe surface uuntil the opttic is free oof visible
mination. Att that point, prepare a freesh swab annd clean the surface withh a gentle
contam
zigzag
g motion acrross it. Avo
oid any hard "scrubbing"" of the surfface, especiaally while
there are visible particles
p
on it, and try nnot to use reppetitive circcular motions. When
you arre done, be careful to reemove any ccotton threadds that may have snaggeed on the
mounttings. Allow
w the optics to
t dry beforee you operatte your engraaver.
When
n reinstalling
g the lens asssembly, pleaase make surre that the C
Crash Bar is ssitting on
top off the locating
g pins on thee side of the carriage.
Crashh Bar and loocating pins.
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In add
dition to the focus lens and
a the mirroor directly aabove it, therre is a mirroor located
on thee left side off the X-beam
m. This mirroor is very weell protectedd and should not need
regulaar cleaning. It can be acccessed with a cotton swaab if it does need cleaninng.

p
below
w shows how
w to clean thhe focus lenss. Remove thhe lens carraaige from
The photos
the maachine to cleean both the top and botttom of this llens.

Clean
ning and
d Lubriicating the Bea
aring R
Rails
The bearing
b
systeem in the lasser should bbe cleaned aabout once a week depeending on
use. Use
U a soft cloth
c
or cottton swab wiith some alccohol or sim
milar mild soolvent to
clean each of thee bearing traacks which the optics ((mirror and lens) run aalong. A
cotton
n swab is peerfect for cleeaning out thhe inside of the groovedd tracks of thhe x-axis
rail. About oncee every threee months, yoou should luubricate the bearings. U
Using the
lubricant Syringe from your accessory
a
kitt, apply a thiin bead of grrease into thee bearing
groov
ves. Each raill has two gro
ooves – one on the top aand one on thhe bottom of the rail.
The grease should
d go down in
nside the groooves on eacch side of thee bearing.
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The fo
ollowing pho
otos show clleaning and llubing of thee X-axis raill.
Use a soft cotto
on cloth
or cottton swab to
t clean
the en
ntire length
h of the
X-axis rail.
This photo sh
hows a
n swab clean
ning out
cotton
the to
op groove off the Xaxis rail.
Th
here is
anotheer groove on the
bottom
m side of thee rail.
You will
w need to
o move
the X--axis belt ou
ut of the
way to
t access the
t
rail.
There is enough flex in
the beelt to move it
i out of
the way,
w
but do not
n pull
on it so
s hard that it
i becomes stretched
s
or sstressed.
After cleaning th
he rail,
place about an incch long
bead of
o Epilog su
upplied
greasee into the to
op and
bottom
m grooves of the
X-axis rail.
The
wing photo shows
follow
wheree to greasse the
bottom
m groove of the
rail.
After applying
g
the
greasee to both grrooves,
run th
he X-carriagee over the grrease to workk it into the bbearing blocck and rail.
Turn the
t machine off to easily
y move the X
X-carriage baack and forthh over the grrease.
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Place a bead of
greasee
along
the
bottom
groov
ve of the
X-axis rail.

X-axis rail.

This
photo
the
showss
locatio
on of the
X-axis carriage
and th
he X-axis
bearin
ng (which
is beh
hind the Xaxis belt.
b

X-axiss carriage annd belt.
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Clean
n the length of
the rig
ght side Y-aaxis
rail using a soft
s
cotton
n
clo
oth.
Lubriccation is not
requirred.

Clean
n the length of
the leeft side Y-aaxis
rail using a soft
s
cotton
n
clo
oth.
Lubriccation is not
requirred.

After cleaning thee rails and bearings,
b
cleean off the taable and thee rest of the inside of
the machine.
m
Speending just a few minuttes a week w
will pay off in the long run with
better quality and performance.
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Clean
ning th
he Exha
aust P
Plenum
m
Make sure the exhaust bllower you are using receives pproper mainntenance.
Period
dically clean
n the exhausst blower and duct systeem to removve built-up ddebris. If
you deetect odor while
w
engraviing, or if thee smoke in thhe cabinet is visible in thhe area of
the lens carriage, inspect the exhaust sysstem. Checck for loose or broken ppipe/hose
conneections, or ob
bstructions. The photos bbelow show
w where to cllean the ductt work of
your machine.
m
Yo
ou should allso occasionnally check yyour exhaustt blower andd the duct
work that is conneected to it.
n the vents from
f
the insiide of the m
machine. It iis best to usee a flexible pplastic or
Clean
wiire brush tthat can acccess the
insside of the vvent.

Cllean the dow
wn draft portss too.
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In add
dition to cleeaning the in
nside of the machine yoou should occcasionally cclean the
exhau
ust plenum. The exhaustt plenum caan be complletely removved from thee Fusion.
Remo
ove the six sccrews that ho
old the exhauust plenum iin place.

The photos below
w the plenum
m partially reemoved and tthe back of tthe machinee with the
plenum
m fully remo
oved.
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Laser Tube
The laser tube used in your system does have a maximum service life, and there is
very little maintenance that is required. At some point in the life of the laser you will
need to replace it for gas recharge, electrical repair or mechanical repair. Replacing
laser tubes is common practice and Epilog has made the process of changing tubes
extremely easy for users to perform with a minimum amount of effort. The laser
tubes can be refurbished and are available on an exchange basis by contacting Epilog
technical support.
Insure that all of the laser cooling fans are properly working at all times. The fans
keep the laser tube cool and prevent it from overheating. An overheated laser tube
will produce erratic output and may fail completely.
If the laser system is in a dirty or dusty environment, make sure that the cooling fins
on the laser tube are kept free of dust buildup. Use compressed air to blow the dust
and debris off of the laser tube fins. Be sure that the system is unplugged before
performing any maintenance on the machine!
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In This Section







Speed
Power
Frequency
Focus
Recommended Settings
Multiple Passes

Speed, Power, Frequency and Focus are used in combination to produce the desired
mark on the material being used. Different materials require different combinations
and these combinations are listed in the tables later in this section.
Speed and Power are very closely related and making a change to one of them can
have the same effect as changing the other one. For instance, increasing the Power
can be as effective as lowering the Speed in producing a darker mark.
Frequency is less dependent on Speed and Power and can often be determined
independently of those two variables.
Focus can be used to affect the type of mark created. For example, when marking
steel in Raster mode, changing the focus is the most important variable in creating an
annealed mark.

Speed
Speed settings determine the travel speed of the carriage as it moves back and forth in
the X-axis (Raster Mode) and as it profile marks in Vector Mode and is adjustable in
1% increments. On most ferrous materials slower speeds will produce darker marks.
Speed settings are heavily dependent on the type of material being marked and the
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type of mark that is desired. In Raster mode, optimization software allows the
carriage to skip through horizontal white space, increasing laser on-time rates, which
further enhances overall throughput.

Power
The Power setting is the percentage of the maximum laser output and is adjustable in
1% increments. A 30 watt laser system running at a power setting of 50 will output 15
watts. At a given speed, higher power will usually produce a darker mark on most
materials. , the power can be controlled either from your computer or, in Raster mode
only, from the control panel on the engraver.

Frequency
Frequency refers to the pulsing of the laser and is adjustable in 1% increments. The
Fiber laser in your Fusion system is a pulsed laser and cannot be run as a CW
(Continuous Wave) laser. Even if you are engraving a solid black line, the fiber laser
source is actually outputting pulses. This is very advantageous for virtually all
marking applications because frequency affects the amount of power that is output
with each pulse of the laser. Low Frequency settings (~ 20 and below) will provide
higher bursts of power with each pulse of the laser, while higher Frequency settings
(above 50 or so) will produce lower bursts of power per pulse, but at greater
frequency.
On most materials, lower frequency settings will produce darker marks. Most plastics
use high frequency settings. The Frequency slider bar in the driver shows the relative
frequency that is being output by the laser and is adjustable from 1 to 100.
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Recommendations
The Epilog FiberMark guidelines for Speed, Power and Frequency are included on
the following pages. Please remember that these are only guidelines. Brightness or
darkness of a mark is a matter of personal preference and can be very dependent of
the type of material being marked. As such, there is no “correct” setting. Working
with the four different settings becomes fairly intuitive in a very short period of time
for most users. If you have a material that is not listed, try to compare it to similar
materials listed and use those settings as your starting point.
If you do not achieve the results you are looking for with the recommended settings,
try resending the job and start by changing only one variable at a time. Changing
only one variable at a time will help to determine the correct setting for your material.
Because there are many factors that influence the time it takes to mark a given image,
the Speed settings were designed to be reference numbers only. The Speed setting
scale of 1% to 100% is not linear – i.e. 100% speed will not be twice as fast as 50%
speed. This non-linear scale is very useful in compensating for the different factors
that affect engraving time.
The Power settings are linear – i.e. 50% power is half as much as 100% power.
An important note: Laser settings can sometimes be confusing because many
materials can be marked over such a broad range of settings. If you have difficulty in
finding the correct setting you can send a sample to the Epilog Laser Applications
lab. We will determine if the material can be marked and provide appropriate setting
for your laser.
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General Metal Engraving / Base Settings
In the world of metals the grade, type, hardness and chemical composition are
endless. Metal alloys are engineered for specific applications and have their own
strengths and weaknesses. With such an unlimited selection, we’ve yet to come across
a metal which proved to be incompatible with the FiberMark.
Metals can be engraved at just about any settings. Of course, there are many variables
to consider for metal engraving. The lasers wattage, hardness of metal, desired mark
(etch, polish, anneal) and the required time/contrast/depth will have to be considered
when deciding on the final settings.
Below are general guidelines for most common metals. Settings will have to be
adjusted based on wattage. A general rule of thumb is to use less speed, and lower
frequency settings for 10 and 20 watt fiber lasers, and less power, higher frequency
for higher wattage Fibers (30 and 50 watt).

Etching of “Metals”






8 - 30% Speed
100% Power
1 - 10% Frequency
-.020” to +.020”Focus
400 – 600 DPI

Like our C02 counterparts, the slower the speed setting, the deeper the etching.
However, many metal applications can be processed at higher speed settings in the
range of 50-100%. Again, consider the marking requirements. If the only stipulation
is permanency, you’ll find the FiberMark can engrave a broad range of metals at
higher speeds, regardless of laser wattage. Don’t be afraid to turn up the juice!
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Polishing of Steel Alloys






50 - 80% Speed
30 - 50% Power
70 - 100% Frequency
0 Focus
600 DPI

Some steel alloys are easier to polish than others. For best results, clean off the
surface with alcohol prior to processing. Any leftover grease, oils or residue can
affect how well the polished mark turns out. Polishing the metal where the final
marks result in a bright white engraving requires finer tuning of settings, more so than
the etched or annealed marks. Determine a base speed and frequency setting and
adjust the power in small increments/decrements. If you are unable to get a white
bright mark, increase the frequency setting and try again by adjusting only the power.

Annealing of Steel Alloys






6 - 12% Speed
100% Power
1% Frequency
600 or 1200 DPI
Focus – see comments in next paragraph

To achieve an annealed mark, the focal point should be significantly away from zero.
The unfocused, broader beam provides the heat to change the surface color without
actually penetrating the metal. The focal point can be either closer to or away from
zero. Focusing away from the material should be in the range of -.060” to- .090”.
Focusing closer to the material is generally in the range of +.070” to +.110”.
Both focusing methods will result in a dark black annealing of the metal. Focusing up
typically results in a slight indentation of the metal.
Multiple passes can darken the mark even more (no data to confirm whether multiple
passes offer more permanency).
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Aluminum Alloys






15 - 40% Speed
100% Power
1-10% Frequency
-.010” to +.010”Focus
400 - 600 DPI

Engraving aluminum will result in various shades of gray, not black. Fine tuning the
settings can provide a bit more contrast but the range of applicable marks isn’t as
broad as steel.
If the application calls for a black etch, consider using an oxidizer if the aluminum
has a protective coating (urethane, clear coat, clear anodized). Deep metal engraving
on aluminum can be done in just a few passes, consider deep engraving and using a
black epoxy/color fill.
Although the marks on aluminum are not black like they are on steel, we have no
difficulty getting 2D, UID barcodes to scan and verify.

Titanium (Ti)
Titanium and Ti alloys are highly amenable to marking at this wavelength. Similar to
aluminum, a black mark from the etching process is difficult to achieve. Various
shades of gray can be made, from very dark gray to light grey.
Annealed marks can also be made on titanium materials using the same processing
parameter described for stainless steel. Depending on the Ti alloy, marks of various
colors can be achieved by changing the frequency values for 1% up to 100%. It is
common to see red, blue, green, orange, yellows and purple marks, depending on the
frequency selected.

Plated Metals
Metals are often plated to assist with conductivity, to provide a protective coating
against rust and elements and for aesthetic purposes. Plating thickness will depend on
application and purpose. Most of the plated metals processed thru the applications lab
are electronic components (to enhance conductivity) and various fittings (protection
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against environment & rust). The typical plating thickness varies from .001” up to
.005”.
Our recommended settings for general metal engraving works well for ablating thru
the plating; exposing the base metal. Ablating the plating will also provide high
contrast. Using an oxidizer will enhance the look.
Our recommended settings for polishing of metals are a good starting point where
ablating thru the plating isn’t an option. This is likely the most common plated metal
application as exposing the raw metal underneath will break continuity and / or
expose the bare metal to rust and other elements. Note that the contrast of polishing of
plated metals won’t be as consistent or contrasting as a direct ablation. Multiple
passes will help and end results will vary based on the metal used for plating,
thickness of plating & size of mark.
Our recommended settings for annealing will often work for plated metals where the
plating has a thicker wall and material used has high levels of carbon or metal oxides.
 600 or 1200 DPI works well.

Powder Coated Metals






20 - 40% Speed
80 - 100% Power
1 - 20% Frequency
Up or down .030” to .050” focus
600 DPI

2-3 passes (one pass to ablate the powder coating, 2nd or 3rd pass to polish up the
metal underneath).
A little less power, higher frequency and less focus adjustment will be required for
the 2nd or 3rd pass, depending on the base metal. The idea is to ablate then polish.
An alternative to running two or more passes is to run one pass and then use a
common cleaner such as Simple Green or a citric-based cleaner with short, stiff
bristle brush to scrub out the residual material remaining in the mark area. If using
this technique, it may be necessary to raise or lower the marking table from around
0.07” to 0.10”.
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Anodized Aluminum






20 - 40% Speed
80 - 100% Power
1 - 15% Frequency
Up or down .030” to .050” focus
600 DPI

The contrast / brightness of mark achievable on the FiberMark are excellent and are
often times much brighter than those done on a C02 laser. The key is to broaden the
beam by changing the focal setting by 30-50mils. This prevents the beam from
ablating the anodized coating and penetrating the metal (results in dull white/gray
marks). Lower frequency and higher power settings help offset the change in focal
point.
Different grades of anodized & core aluminum alloy will affect how the final marks
look. Finding the right printing parameters is key in achieving a highly contrasting
mark.

Precious Metals
Any rare metal alloy is deemed precious. As mentioned earlier, we’ve yet come
across a metal which could not be marked. This includes the rare “Grammium”, metal
alloy used in casting a Grammy award. Regardless of rarity or value, the FiberMark
can mark it. Depending on the marking requirements, use one of the above settings to
get started.
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10 Watt FiberMark
Marking/Etching
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

FOCUS

Anodized
Aluminum

10-25%

100%

30-70%

Stainless Steel

5 -15%

100%

1-10%

-0.01 to +0.01

Brass

5-15%

100%

1-10%

0.00

Laserable Plastic

30-40%

40%-100%

50-100%

-0.02 to +0.02

Bare Aluminum

5-12%

100%

1-20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Titanium

5-15%

100%

1-10%

-0.02 to +0.02

-0.03 to +0.03

Annealing
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

FOCUS

Stainless Steel

3-5%

100%

1-5%

-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08

Titanium

3-5%

100%

1-100%

-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08

Notes on Annealing: Producing an annealed mark is very dependent on the material
being out of focus. Run the laser at slow speed and full power then adjust the focus
while the machine is running until you achieve the annealed mark you need.
Notes on settings: Don’t be afraid to experiment with Speed, Power and Frequency
settings. Many materials can be marked over the entire range of settings! Start with
the recommended settings and change one variable at a time to produce a mark that
best suits your needs. Most users start with the highest speed setting listed and work
their way faster or slower.
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20 Watt FiberMark
Marking/Etching
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

FOCUS

Anodized Aluminum

20-50%

70-100%

50-100%

-0.03 to +0.03

Stainless Steel

10-30%

100%

1–35%

-0.01 to +0.01

Brass

5-30%

100%

1–20%

0.00

Laserable Plastic

40-70%

50%-70%

50-100%

-0.02 to +0.02

Bare Aluminum

5-25%

100%

1–20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Titanium

10-20%

100%

1-10%

-0.02 to +0.02

FOCUS
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08

Annealing
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

Stainless Steel

5-10%

100%

1-5%

Titanium

5-10%

100%

1-100%

Notes on Annealing: Producing an annealed mark is very dependent on the material
being out of focus. Run the laser at slow speed and full power then adjust the focus
while the machine is running until you achieve the annealed mark you need.
Notes on settings: Don’t be afraid to experiment with Speed, Power and Frequency
settings. Many materials can be marked over the entire range of settings! Start with
the recommended settings and change one variable at a time to produce a mark that
best suits your needs. Most users start with the highest speed setting listed and work
their way faster or slower.
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30 Watt FiberMark
Marking/Etching
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

FOCUS

Anodized Aluminum

40-70%

50-100%

50-100%

-0.03 to +0.03

Stainless Steel

10-50%

100%

1–20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Brass

10-60%

100%

1-5%

0.00

Laserable Plastic

40-100%

50-100%

50-100%

-0.02 to +0.02

Bare Aluminum

5-35%

100%

1-20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Titanium

10-40%

100%

1-10%

-0.02 to +0.02

FOCUS
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08

Annealing
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

Stainless Steel

7-12%

100%

1-5%

Titanium

7-12%

100%

1 – 100%

Notes on Annealing: Producing an annealed mark is very dependent on the material
being out of focus. Run the laser at slow speed and full power then adjust the focus
while the machine is running until you achieve the annealed mark you need.
Notes on settings: Don’t be afraid to experiment with Speed, Power and Frequency
settings. Many materials can be marked over the entire range of settings! Start with
the recommended settings and change one variable at a time to produce a mark that
best suits your needs. Most users start with the highest speed setting listed and work
their way faster or slower.
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Section 12: Speed and Power
Recommendations

50 Watt FiberMark
Marking/Etching
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

FOCUS

Anodized Aluminum

40-80%

50-100%

50-100%

-0.03 to +0.03

Stainless Steel

15-60%

100%

1-20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Brass

15-60%

100%

1-10%

0.00

Laserable Plastic

50-100%

40 -80%

50-100%

-0.02 to +0.02

Bare Aluminum

5-50%

100%

1–20%

-0.01 to +0.01

Titanium

15-60%

100%

1–15%

-0.02 to +0.02

FOCUS
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08
-0.08 to -0.1
+0.05 to +0.08

Annealing
SPEED

POWER

FREQUENCY

Stainless Steel

12-17%

100%

1-10%

Titanium

12-17%

100%

1-100%

Notes on Annealing: Producing an annealed mark is very dependent on the material
being out of focus. Run the laser at slow speed and full power then adjust the focus
while the machine is running until you achieve the annealed mark you need.
Notes on settings: Don’t be afraid to experiment with Speed, Power and Frequency
settings. Many materials can be marked over the entire range of settings! Start with
the recommended settings and change one variable at a time to produce a mark that
best suits your needs. Most users start with the highest speed setting listed and work
their way faster or slower.
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Se
ectio
on 13:
1 In Ca
ase of
Diffficu
ulty
In
n This Secttion
 Contaacting Techn
nical Supportt

Con
ntactin
ng Technic
cal Su
upporrt
The technical
t
su
upport deparrtment at E
Epilog is avvailable to assist withh solving
probleems you maay encounterr using youur Epilog. P
Please revieew first the common
probleems and solu
utions as notted below, thhen if you aare still in neeed of assisttance you
may contact
c
Epilog’s techniccal support department at the numbber or webssite listed
below
w. Technicall support is available
a
in G
Golden, Colorado USA during the hhours of 6
a.m. and
a 6 p.m. Mountain
M
Tim
me.
Technical Supportt Direct Linee: 1 (303) 215-9171
Email – teech@epilogllaser.com
Technical
T
Su
upport onlinee: www.epiiloglaser.com
m/service.htm
m
What to do prior to
t contacting
g Epilog Tecchnical Suppport:
1.
2.
3.

Have the maachine seriall number avaailable
Have time to work on machine.
m
Man
any issues wiill require trooubleshootinng
Clean your machine (especially the optics), thiss will solve m
many issues

The machine
m
seriial number can be founnd on the C
Certification//Identificatioon Label.
This engraved
e
plaate is locateed on the baack of the m
machine’s caabinet. The ID label
shown
n on next pag
ge is for the Model 130000 75-watt pproduct.
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Section 14: Specifications
In This Section






Epilog Fusion 32 x 20 Specifications
Compatibility
Recommended PC
Other Computer Hardware Recommendations
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Notice

Epilog Fusion 32 x 20 Specifications
Maximum Engraving Area
Maximum Material Thickness
Laser Control Display Panel
Intelligent Memory Buffer
Operating Modes
Motion Control
Laser Source
Bearings
Belts
Resolution
Speed/Power Control
Print Interface
Standard Features
Size/Weight
Electrical Requirements
Ventilation
Safety
Max Ambient Room Air

32" x 20" (812.8 x 508 mm)
14" (101.5 mm)
Displays stored file names, speed, power, runtime and more.
Temporarily store an unlimited number of files up to 64 MB. Rolling buffer
allows files of any size (64 MB and larger) to be processed. Files can be deleted
from temporary or permanent memory.
Optimized raster engraving, vector cutting, or combined raster/vector mode.
High speed, continuous loop, Brushless DC servomotors
State-of-the-art, digitally controlled, air-cooled laser sources are fully modular,
permanently aligned, and field replaceable/upgradeable.
Ground and polished stainless steel NeverWear™ bearing system.
Advanced B-style Kevlar precision drive belts.
User controlled choice of 75, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, or 1200 dpi.
Computer or machine controlled Speed and Power in 1% increments to 100%.
Color mapping links Speed and Power setting to any RGB color.
10 Base T Ethernet or USB 1.0 connections. Compatible with Windows 32-bit
or 64 bit OS.
Red Dot Pointer, Air Assist (pump optional), Auto Focus, 2" focus lens,
relocatable home, flash upgrade electronics.
27.5" wide x 23" deep x 12.5" high (699 x 584 x 318 mm)
400 lbs (180 kg)
Auto-switching power supply accommodates 100 to 240 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz,
single phase, 15 amp AC.
External exhaust to the outside required. There are two 4" (100 mm) exhaust
ports at the back of the machine.
CDRH Class 2
90 degrees F (32 C) Max Temperature

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Compatibility
Your Epilog laser has been designed as an “open architecture” product that can be run
from almost any Windows based software. Epilog provides both Windows 32-bit and
64-bit print drivers.

Recommended PC
For Optimum Computer Performance
Investing in a new computer is a great way to make sure you’re getting the most out
of your new laser equipment. Why? Because today’s software (CorelDraw for
instance) requires a lot of computer processing speed and memory to function
properly. A good computer won’t make a big difference in how your laser runs, but
when compared to a slow computer it will save untold amounts of time and
frustration setting up the artwork that you “print” to the laser. Many users do not
purchase new computers for use with their new laser because their current computers
are perfectly adequate. There’s no magical cut-off that makes a computer too slow.
If you’re comfortable with the performance and speed of your current computer,
there’s probably no reason to purchase another one. The following recommendations
are just advice to consider if a new computer is necessary.
A new computer doesn’t have to be expensive to work great! Even many of today’s
lower cost computers work great for laser applications. As long as you don’t buy the
cheapest computer you can find you should be fine.
Read these recommendations and consider spending just a few dollars more for those
components that will save you time and frustration.

Operating System
Windows 32-bit or 64-bit XP, 2000, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 operating
systems.

RAM – Random Access Memory
4 GB is the minimum that is recommended. RAM is like short-term memory. It’s
fast and readily available for the computer to access and makes time consuming tasks
go much quicker if you have lots of it. Having more than 2 GB of RAM is nice if you
demand a lot from your computer.
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Processor Speed
A faster processor will allow you to do more tasks in less time. While it’s not
necessary to purchase the fastest processor available, you’ll want adequate speed to
operate your graphics program. Processor speeds are always improving, but
processor speeds of about 2.0 GHz or faster are a good place to start.

10/100 Network Interface Card (NIC)
All new computers have a 10/100 network connection as standard equipment. As
well as allowing multiple computers to be linked together in a network, this
technology also allows direct printing from the computer to the laser. Epilog supplies
a network Crossover cable with each laser system that allows one computer to print to
a single Epilog laser system.

Hard Drive
This is the permanent memory in your computer. Many users feel that you can never
have a large enough hard drive. Luckily, most computer manufacturers put high
capacity drives in new computers these days. When in doubt, buy bigger than you
think you might need. It’s so in-expensive that it’s worth the peace of mind to have it
available.

Software
Many users use Corel as their graphics software. Many other Windows software
applications can also be used, although all software is different and may not be
predictable, user friendly or functional. Additionally, the technical support staff at
Epilog may be less familiar with software other than Corel and less able to help with
questions. Consult with your Epilog distributor on software compatibility issues.
Epilog does not guarantee compatibility with any software.
Photolaser Plus is a third party software for converting photos to laser compatible
format. This is an indispensable option for engraving photos.
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Other Computer Hardware
Recommendations
Scanner
A flatbed scanner is another indispensable tool for generating custom artwork.
Almost any flatbed scanner today is adequate for scanning artwork.
Hand held
“mouse” scanners do not provide the necessary accuracy and should be avoided.

Heavy Duty Surge Protector
The need for a surge protector varies greatly throughout the world. If the laser is
operated anywhere that the electrical power is subject to spikes, outages, lighting,
fluctuations, etc. a surge protector should be used on both the laser and the computer.
A surge protector is a very, very cheap insurance policy against catastrophic electrical
damage. A surge protector is designed to be an inexpensive device that absorbs any
electrical problems before they can damage the expensive equipment (computer and
laser) they are protecting.

About The Laser
Your Epilog CO2 laser system uses the latest in waveguide laser technology to
provide a powerful tool that is simple and safe to setup and operate. The Epilog laser
can mark, engrave, and cut a variety of non-metallic materials.
The CO2 laser beam itself is invisible. The beam is about half the diameter of a #2
pencil. Unfocused, it will just make an ugly burn, leaving lots of charred material
behind. The focus lens gives the beam an hourglass shape. At the center point the
energy density is concentrated, allowing the very precise and clean material removal
that is characteristic of laser engraving. The center of the hourglass is the “focal
point”.
The laser beam path is completely enclosed within the cabinet. Please do not
disassemble or modify any of the covers or windows on the machine. If at any time
you notice that the laser operates with a door or window open, please contact Epilog
technical support immediately.
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The laser has two basic operating methods. For cutting (vector), the laser is driven
along a path and the laser is left on all the time. The path could be the outline of a
letter or a geometric shape like a circle. The laser will cut entirely through the
material, separating the part from the background. For marking (engraving), the laser
is swept across the work from left to right, and the laser is turned on and off at the
correct points to produce the first line of the image. Then the carriage advances one
line and the process is repeated, eventually assembling a full image.

Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) Notice
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses,
and can radiate radio frequency energy; and, if not installed and used in accordance
with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause
harmful interference, in which case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his/her own expense.
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Section 15: Upgrading the
Operational Firmware
In This Section






Upgrading Your Firmware
Installing New Firmware Onto Your Computer
Transferring New Firmware From Your Computer To Your Laser System
Upgrading The Epilog Dashboard Print Driver
Converting Old .Dat Files To Be Compatible With A New Driver Version:

Upgrading Your Firmware
Your laser system is capable of having its operation firmware upgraded. The
firmware is the command software in your laser system that controls how your
laser system operates (think of firmware as the “brains” of your system). A
firmware upgrade reprograms your laser system to take advantage of new
capabilities or enhancements to the system.
To accomplish the reprogramming, you just “Print” a special file to your laser
system. The process is explained below.
Upgrading your laser is a two-step process:
1.
2.

Download the new firmware to your computer and extract (also known as
Unzipping or decompressing) it.
Transfer the new firmware from your computer to your laser.
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Insta
alling
g New
w Firm
mware
e onto
o You
ur
Com
mpute
er
Firmw
ware upgrades are available at any time by doownloading tthe firmware file
from the Epilog web site - www.epilog
w
glaser.com uunder the Teechnical Suppport,
Driverr/Firmware Downloads tab. Or, yoou can contaact Epilog T
Technical Suupport
and th
hey can e-m
mail the apprropriate file to you. (Y
You can alsoo join our D
Driver
Notifiication mailling list to be automattically notiffied when nnew versionns of
firmw
ware or the driver beco
ome availabble!). The firmware vversion that your
system
m is currentlly running iss displayed on the LCD
D panel whenn you first ppower
up you
ur laser system – it will read Versionn 1_0_X_X..
Down
nloading – From
F
the Epilog web sitte downloadd the new firrmware and save.
Norm
mally, the default
d
Savee location iis onto youur Downloaad folder. Once
downlloaded, you can use a thumb
t
drivee, flash drivee or other pportable meddia to
move the file from
m one compu
uter to anothher if you neeed to.
When
n you downlo
oad the firm
mware it com
mes as a com
mpressed filee in the folloowing
formaat: fibermark
k_1_0_X_X.exe. The X
X’s designatte the actuaal version oof the
firmw
ware. Once this
t file is on
n the compuuter that is atttached to yoour laser youu will
need to
t extract (U
Unzip or decompress) it. When you extract the ffile you will need
to pay
y attention to
o the folder it
i is extractedd to:
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After extraction, the
t following
g message apppears:
Click
C
the Okaay button

xtracted it ch
hanges from
m an .exe form
mat to a .hexx format thaat will
Once the file is ex
be naamed fiberm
mark1_0_X_
_X.hex, (aggain, the aactual numbber will chhange
depen
nding on reviision level). It is the .he x format filee that you will use to upggrade
your laser.
l
Keep track of thee folder wheere you saveed the extraccted .hex filee. You will need
to acccess this file again in thee next step.

Tran
nsferrring New
N
Firmw
F
ware fr
from Y
Your
Com
mpute
er to Your
Y
Laser
L
r
Use the follow
wing proccedure too transfer the fiberm
mark.hexx file
to th
he laser:

Creaate a simple
draw
wing in
n your
grap
phics
package.
p
For this example,
e
we’v
ve typed in the
text
“Fiirmware
Upgrade”.
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The next step
p is to Print,
P
seleect the D
Dashboardd driver, and
k on Prop
perties.
click

Go to
o the Advancced tab, check the Updaate Firmwarre box and then click oon the
Load button.

t the fold
der that co
ontains thee
Go to
extraccted file, seelect the .hex file andd
click on
o Open:
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The .h
hex will show
w in the Upd
date Firmwaare File box. Click OK

Then Click Print

At thiis point, the .hex file wiill begin trannsfering to yyour laser. The laser kknows
that itt is being upg
graded and the
t graphic tthat you creaated will nott print, nor w
will it
show up as a Job
b. Instead, the cursor kkeys will ligght up. Wheen the upgraade is
compllete, the disp
play will read Reboot!
The programing process
p
takess a few minuutes to compplete.

DO NOT DISTUR
RB THE
E LASE
ER DUR
RING T
THE
UPG
GRADE PROCES
P
SS!!!
After you have reebooted yourr laser, the pprocess is coomplete andd you will seee the
new version
v
numb
ber of firmw
ware on your LCD as the laser powerrs up.
Depen
nding on thee type of up
pgrade you may be reqquested to rreboot more than
once.
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Close your Corel page and yo
ou are ready for you nextt job!
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APPENDIX A
WARRANTY STATEMENT
Epilog Corporation warrants to the original purchaser of Epilog Model 13000 that this product will be
free from defects in material or workmanship when purchased, and under proper, normal use within two
(2) years from the original date of purchase, with the exception of the motors which are warranted for
three (3) years from the original date of purchase.
Epilog will replace or, at its option, repair the defective part(s).
Normally, Epilog will supply a
replacement part for the customer to replace. Once the replacement has been performed, the replaced part
must be returned to Epilog. In the case where repair is required, Epilog requires that the defective part, or
machine, be returned to the Epilog factory or other Epilog designated facility. Epilog will be responsible
solely for the cost of repairs, including parts and labor, which are made at an authorized Epilog facility.
All other costs for replacement or repair, including, but not limited to, packaging and shipping both to and
from Epilog, shall be paid by the owner. A “Core” charge may be required by Epilog to insure the return
of replacement and repair parts. This warranty excludes any damage from abuse (including, without
limitation, incorrect voltages, power surges, fires, improper or insufficient ventilation “acts of God” or
other situations out of the control of Epilog), failure to operate in accordance with instructions provided in
the Owner’s Manuals for the Epilog models 13000, including specific safety and operational warnings
contained therein, cosmetic damage sustained in use, and damage caused by unauthorized modifications
of any equipment. All warranties to original purchasers are non-transferable. The registered owner must
initiate warranty claims within the warranty period.
THE ABOVE AND FOREGOING IS THE ONLY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED; INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, THAT ARE MADE
BY EPILOG ON MODEL 13000. ANY WARRANTIES IMPLIED BY LAW ARE HEREBY
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. No oral or written information or advice given by Epilog, its dealers, its
distributors, agents, officers, or employees shall create a warranty or in any way increase the scope of this
warranty. Neither Epilog nor anyone else who has been involved in the creation, production, or delivery
of the Epilog Model 13000 shall be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damages,
including but not limited to damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business
information, adverse health impacts, fire, and the like, arising out of the use or inability to use these
products.
Epilog Corporation provides no warranties whatsoever on any software used in connection with Epilog
Model 13000.
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APPE
A ENDIX B
ADD
A DITIO
ONALL DA
ASHB
BOA
ARD
PR
RINT DRIIVER
R INS
STRUCTTIONS
In
n This Secttion
 Windows
W
8: Installing th
he 64-bit Epiilog Dashboard Print Drriver
 In
nstalling thee Dashboard Driver for aan Ethernet C
Connection: - Windows 8
 In
nstalling thee Dashboard Driver Usinng the USB C
Connection uusing Windoows 8

Wind
dowss 8: In
nstallling th
he 64
4-bit E
Epilog
g
Dashboarrd Priint Drriver
Before you
y can instaall the 64-biit Epilog Daashboard Driiver in Winddows 8 the Driver Signnature
Enforcem
ment feature in Window
ws must be disabled.
d
Onnce the Drivver Signaturee Enforcemeent is
disabled,, you will bee able to pro
oceed using standard
s
Wiindows driveer installatioon protocol. Once
the Dashboard Driveer is installed
d for the firstt time you caan install neew versions w
without haviing to
disable th
he Driver Signature En
nforcement again.
a
The pprocedure too disable Driiver Certificcation
Enforcem
ment in Wind
dows 8 is sh
hown below:
1.

Open the Charms Bar and
a select Seettings. Thee Charms Baar is displayeed by
moving you
ur mouse currsor into the lower right corner of yoour display.
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2.

Select Chan
nge PC Settiings.

3.

Select Geneeral.

4.

Scroll to thee bottom of the
t General page. Underr “Advancedd Start-Up” sselect
Restart Now
w.
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5.

Once the PC
C comes bacck up, select Troubleshooot.

6.

Select Adva
anced Option
ns.

7.

Select Startt-Up Settingss
.
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8.

Select the Restart
R
button
n.

9.

Press eitherr the F7 key or the numbber 7 key froom your com
mputer keybboard.
This selectiion disables the Driver Signature E
Enforcementt which willl then
allow you to
o install a prrinter driver.
After pressiing either keey your compputer will reeboot. Now, Login as noormal
to install thee driver.

Insta
alling
g the Dashb
D
board
d Driv
ver forr an
Ethe
ernet Conn
nectio
on: - W
Windo
ows 8
1. Insert the Epilog
E
Laserr CD into yoour computer’s disk deviice.

Tap the box in the uupper right ccorner
of your screen.
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2.

Click on
o Run Fusiion_driver.exxe

wing windo
ow should aappear. Clicck on Etheernet Dashbboard
3. The follow
Driver Insstall.

4. Click on Stop
S
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5. Click on Next
N

6. Select Add
d a local priinter
or networrk printer with
manual settings. The
click Nextt.

7. Click on Create
C
New Port, then
click on th
he dropdown
n menu.

Select Stan
ndard TCP//IP Port
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8. Enter the IP Address you want too use. Most Epilog userrs will use thhe IP
Address of 192.168.3.4, which is w
what we usee in this document. Whaatever
ou use, it mu
ust be the sam
me number tthat you set aas the IP Adddress
number yo
using the Fusion
F
laser keypad or thhe ECC.

9. After typin
ng in the IP Address,
A
cli ck on Next.
Wait whilee the compu
uter identifiess the port.
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10
0. Select Cusstom and theen Settings, then click oon Next

Set Protoccol to LPR. This
is a very important step.
Your dow
wnload timee will
be greatlly increaseed if
LPR is nott selected.

Type “Laser” into the
Queue Nam
me

1. Click OK
11
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d Instrruction
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12
2. Click on Next
N

.
13
3. Click on Have
H
Disk

14
4. Click on Browse
B
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App
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15
5. Find the disk drive witth the Epilogg install diskk and click oon Open

16
6. Select the driver folder and then cllick on Open
n

17
7. Click on th
he EpilogWi
WinALLFusioon file and thhen click onn Open
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18
8. Click on OK
O

19
9. Click on Next
N

You cann rename yoour printer hhere. We havve not
changedd it for thiss document, but many users
like to associate thhe driver naame with thhe IP
Addresss they are uusing. Especially if theere is
more tthan one laaser conneccted to a ssingle
computter. Click oon Next. For examplee, we
might reename the ddriver “Fusioon 192.168.3.4”.

20
0. Click on Finish.
F
The driver
d
is been
n installed an
nd you are reeady to printt.
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Insta
alling
g the Dashb
D
board
d Driv
ver Ussing
the USB Conne
C
ection
n usin
ng Wiindow
ws 8
The process
p
of installing a USB prinnter when uusing Winddows 8 is more
compllicated than when using XP or Vistaa. Windows 8 will not auutomatically walk
you th
hrough the installation
i
process
p
so iit is importaant to follow
w the instrucctions
below
w.

Pleaase follow thesse instru
ructionss closelyy! Usinng a
diffferent process
p
to instaall the D
Dashbooard driver
is liikely to fail if you
y are using W
Window
ws 8.
1. Power on
n your com
mputer and then conneect the USB
B cable to your
computer and
a your Fu
usion.
2. Power on your Fusion laser systtem. It will take about a minute foor the
Fusion to initialize.
i
3. Once yourr Fusion hass initialized, there will nnot be any rreal indicatioon on
your Wind
dows 8 comp
puter that it iis ready to innstall the Eppilog driver, but it
is ready.
4. Open
the
Charms Bar
and click
k on
the
Sea
arch
charm.
To
access
the
Charms Bar
move
your
y
mouse
into
the
lo
ower
right corneer of
your displaay.
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5. Type the word
w
Contro
ol into the seearch bar

Click on the Controll Panel boxx under Appps in the uupper left off this
window.
6. Click on Devices
D
and Printers

7. In the Un
nspecified section
s
of D
Devices andd Printers yyou will seee the
Engraver Fusion
F
icon.
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k on the Fusion icon. Thhen click on P
Properties.
8. Right click

9. Select the Hardware tab
t

10
0. Select thee device EpillogEngraverrFusion. Thhen click on P
Properties.
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11
1. Click on Change
C
Settiings.

2. Click on th
he Driver tab
b.
12

13
3. Click on Update
U
Drivver
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14
4. Click on Browse
B
my Computer
C
foor driver soft
ftware

15
5. Use the Browse
B
butto
on to direct your compputer to youur disk drivee that
contains th
he Epilog driiver disk thaat you inserteed earlier in this processs.

16
6. Once you have the pro
oper disk driive showing click on the Next buttonn.
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17
7. The progreess window will appear.

18
8. You will then
t
be askeed if you waant to installl this driver:: Click on In
nstall
this Driverr Anyway

19
9. Your Epilo
og Fusion Dashboard
D
prrint driver haas been succcessfully insttalled
on the USB
B port.
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20
0. Click on Close
C
in the next window
w and then C
Close again.

You will
w then seee your Fusio
on driver in the Devicess and Printerrs page. Clicck on
the red
d X in the up
pper right co
orner of this window andd you are reaady to print!
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